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1

User Guide

Manifesto is a object-oriented Content Management System (CMS) and PHP
framework for managing complex structured data and rendering that content,
whether as web pages, RSS reeds, iCalendar output, or a web service API.
This guide is designed to provide an overview of Manifesto as it is used to manage
a large website. It covers the principles of Manifesto and specific guides for
administering content from static HTML pages to recurring events and custom
form creation.
Contents:

1.1 Overview of Manifesto
Manifesto is a loosely-coupled Content Managment System and PHP framework designed to provide a flexible and
structured toolkit for building highly customized websites. It has a mature, modular design that gives even novice
users the ability to manage their website content with a minimal of technical understanding. From WYSIWYG editing
to complex media handling, with namespaced design and standards-compliant output, Manifesto is a fully-modern
framework. It also offers a consistent architecture that makes creating and extending new functionality easy for
developers.

1.1.1 Manifesto Features
Consistent data structure Manifesto was built with the notion that reliable, reusable, and predictable data modules
are easier to work with
Context-aware module architecture Functionality is encapsulated into modules, and you have full control over how
modules (and your content) interact with each other
Flexible Template Page module A basic, static HTML page that can be customized to store consistent, arbitrary
structured data
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Integrated taxonomy and categorization tools Tag your content with multiple categories for specific needs, or use
a consistent scheme across the entire site
Built-in User accounts and roles-based permissions User management is built into the core of Manifesto, with
complex permissions and a role system for coordinating privilege levels
Complex media management Flexible media repository stores and manages a limitless variety of media assets (image, audio, video, download, etc)
Custom navigation menus Develop your own menu system, divorced from the hierarchical structure of pages on the
backend
Database query building A comprehensive and easy-to-use database query class handles all your MySQL queries
and result sets in a consistent manner
User input sanitization Scrub user-submitted data before processing, stripping out malicious code and (optionally)
running HTML through HTMLTidy for cleanup
Programmatic form generation & a drag’n’drop form builder A simple configuration array for constructing complex forms for editing and collecting data, and a drag’n’drop editor for building and saving your own forms
A GUI when you want it, a script when you need it Most configuration is managed with a web-based interface, but
you can always roll up your sleeves and write and upload the complex code yourself
WYSIWYG editing The popular TinyMCE editor has been customized with Manifesto-specific features for media
embedding and link management
Easy debugging With the click of a button, access a wealth of data for troubleshooting your development, from the
value of session variables to every single database query used to generate a page
jQuery library Extend the whizbang of your front-end with the world’s most popular javascript library. It even plays
nice with other libraries.
Third-party integration Custom modules, and an always-available third_party directory offers an integrated and
consistent way to incorporate external libraries
cron job support Execute scripts for maintenance, cleanup, or general management on a recurring schedule, with a
GUI for administration

1.2 Glossary of Manifesto Terms
To facilitate clarity when discussing various aspects of Manifesto, this glossary offers definitions for terms used to
describe elements and concepts in Manifesto.
Admin Console The administrative and site configuration in Manifesto is contained behind another passwordprotected portal located at http://www.example.org/admin. The term admin console is generically used to describe that section of the website.
Cache The cache is a data storage system for quickly retrieving information that might be time-intensive to recreate.
For example, building a page listing your Board of Directors requires one or more database queries to retrieve
the personanel listing, corresponding photos, etc. Since the listing is unlikely to change on a daily basis, it is
considered safe to simply store the fully-assembled page for 24 hours, and avoid returning to the database every
time the page is requested.
There are, of course, rather complicated rules in place to help ensure that the “freshness” of the content is
appropriately gauged – a calendar listing needs more constant freshening than a privacy policy page. Manifesto
is desgined to handle these situations effectively, always returning the most up-to-date content, but the cache
may always be cleared manually without repercussion.
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Content Object This term is used to describe a specific instance of a Content Type. While “CalendarEvent” is a
content type, the event “Lunch with Bono on January 12” is a content object – a particular instance of a generic
type. You can generally think of content objects as analogs to their real world counterparts: a book, an event, a
user profile, an HTML page – these are all various content objects you may find in Manifesto.
There is no direct relationship between a “web page” and a “content object” – a web page may display several
content objects at once (a listing of upcoming events), or just one (a single blog post and nothing else).
Content Type
Class A specific collection of data properties (“title”, “author”, “body copy”, “date of publication”) is generically
referred to as a Content Type. A PHP Class file in Manifesto usually defines the structure of a content type,
enumerating its properties, and methods for maniulating it (display, edit, update, etc).
Often referred to as simply a class, since the PHP class file is what describes the technical implementation of a
content type. WordPress’ “custom post types” would be individual content types in Manifesto.
Controller Every module has a controller file, which handles the incoming request and properly routes code execution
to the proper sequence. It is a standard component of the MVC (Model-View-Controller) paradigm common to
many CMSes.
Unlike most of Manifesto, controllers are purely functional programming, with a switch statement for handling
the request, rather than the controller being an Object with methods handling the request. In Manifesto, the
snippets of code for responding to a particular request are called “handers” for the sake of convenience.
Editor Console The editorial management of content in Manifesto is contained behind a password-protected portal
located at http://www.example.org/editor. The term editor console is generically used to describe that section of
the website.
Event Manifesto’s code is filled with specific locations where outside code is permitted to interact or insinuate itself
into the program execution. Those locations are called “Events” (sometimes referred to as “hooks”). For
example, there is a “page_end” event that allows modules to add output to the end of the HTML page, and
there is an “object_edit” event that allows modules to modify the editing interface for some kinds of content. cf.
the Listener entry, which describes the code that responds to events.
Handler An informal way to describe the fork responsible for responding to a particular function within a controller.
For example, most modules have some code in the controller.inc file to execute whenever a page is displayed,
and that code would be referred to as “the display handler.”
Icon When more than one image is associated with a content object, we may wish to select one of these images to be
the official representative photo for the content. Such a selected photo is referred to as the icon of the content.
Landing Page This usually refers to the top-level page of a particular section of your website, e.g. the page you arrive
at when you click on “News” might be referred to as the “News landing page.”
Listener A Listener is a bit of code designed to respond when a particular event is triggered. For example, when
the “page_end” event is triggered, the jQuery module has a listener that will output the code necessary to load
jQuery at the end of the page.
Listing Page This expression is used to describe the common page which displays a simple list of all the available
objects in a particular module. On the back end, it is the default format for presenting existing content for
editing. On the front end, this phrase might refer to e.g. the page that displays your staff directory or list of
locations. For sections of the website without much textual content, the “listing page” might also be called a
“landing page.”
ManifestoObject The base class from which Manifesto content types descend. It defines the basic properties of
all content types, such as ID, creation date, associated media, deleted status, etc. Roughly corresponds to the
generic “node” in Drupal.
Module Manifesto organizes groups of content types and functionality into collections called modules. For example,
if you decide “I want to have a calendar on my website,” you are really asking for a collection of things:

1.2. Glossary of Manifesto Terms
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• A CalendarEvent class
• An EventLocation class
• Forms that allow you to edit event and location objects
• A set of templates that can display listings, details, and other views of the information
This collecton of class files and acoompanying scripts is referred to as a module, and such modules form the
basis of a Manifesto website.
Modules in Manifesto are designed to be self-contained, with their own class definitons, their own scripts,
images, and stylesheets. Modules can be enabled and disabled on a case-by-case basis, and a well-designed
module can be turned on and off without affecting any other aspects of the site.
Oracle The class of Manifesto objects responsible for querying the appropriate tables in the database. There is a base
Oracle class that contains all of the methods needed to build and execute a SQL query, and most content types
define their own class of Oracle configured to their specific needs.
So, for example, the BlogEntryOracle inherits the functionality of the Oracle class, but is pre-configured to
query the blog_entries table, and to return results in reverse chronological order.
Shortname The shortname field is a common property of many types of content in Manifesto. Basically, the shortname is an abbreviated, URL-friendly version of the normal identifier for the content (like title). In order to
allow Manifesto to build programmatic URLs for content, you may often be asked to provide a shortname for
your content. In most cases, Manifesto will try to intelligently offer a suggested shortname for you, based on
the title or other identifier in your content.
The most important thing to remember is that it needs to be URL safe. No spaces or strange punctuation. Dashed
are usually used to separate words, but most other punctuation is removed.

1.3 User Accounts, Roles, and Login
Manifesto has user accounts and roles fully integrated in its core, ready to use. Manifesto employs user accounts
to manage access to resources and permissions for editing, viewing, and deleting content, as well as traditional user
accounts for ecommerce or community-building. Manifesto uses roles to classify users into groups of permissions and
privileges. There are four built-in Roles into which user accounts are classified.

1.3.1 Roles
By default, any visitors to the website are considered unprivileged, Anonymous users. They are typically granted
read-only access to public content.
A regular User account allows your website to manage logins for individual users. These too, have no particular
privileges, but having a User-level account allows Manifesto to associate content with an individual (for example, to
know that Shopping Cart #151 belongs to User “Jon Smith,” or that a comment on a blog post belongs to User “Alisha
Salendar.”)
An Editor account is granted access to the Editor Console, and generally has full access to add, edit, and delete any
content on the site.
An Admin account grants access to the Admin Console, where lower-level site configuration options are set. Admin
users carry all of the privileges of Editors as well, and are the most powerful user accounts. There should always be at
least one Admin user in your organization, and the Manifesto developer will generally have Admin privileges.
Any number of additional Roles may be defined, and you may offer restricted privileges to specialized Roles. For
example, you may create a “Calendar Editor” role which only has add/edit/delete access to the Event Calendar module,
and no permission to edit other content.
4
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1.3.2 Permissions
Privileges can be granted to user roles only on a module-by-module basis. You cannot restrict permission at the level
of categories or individual content types within a module (e.g. for Calendar Events but not Event Locations). The
available permissions are:
• None (this role may not access this module at all)
• Read (this role has permission to view content in this module)
• Add (this role can add new content in this module, but not edit existing content)
• Own (this role can edit content in this module, but only if it was added by the same user)
• Edit (this role can add and edit any content within this module)
• Delete (this role can delete and purge any content within this module)

Fig. 1: Example permissions for the Editor role
Editors can access the Editor Console at http://www.example.org/editor
Admins can access the Admin Console at http://www.example.org/admin
If your site supports User-level accounts, there is a login screen at http://www.example.org/usr. If you want users
to be able to create their own accounts, be sure that the “User” role allows “Read | Add | Own” permissions on the
“Accounts” module.

1.3.3 Creating new user accounts (as an Editor or Admin)
To add a new User Account is easy, but there are a few caveats related to the roles to which a new user can be assigned.
A user with the Admin role can create any type of User Account : regular users, editors, and even other admins. In
fact, the only way to create a new Admin or Editor is to have someone with Admin privileges do it.
An user with only an “Editor” level role can only create less-powerful users (e.g. “User” or “Member” or some other
unprivileged role). These options are enforced programmatically, so that editors are not even given the opportunity to
assign a role above the level of User.
1.3. User Accounts, Roles, and Login
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• Click “New User” and you will be presented with a form to complete.
• The Username field is required, and is expected to be a single string with no unusual punctuation. Currently,
the characters /%~ ,$&#{}'"= are considered invalid, and cannot be used in a username.
• The Password and Confirm Password need to have the same password entered into each one, to ensure that
you have entered it correctly. If they do not match, you will be alerted immediately.
• First Name and Last Name should be self-explanatory.
• Display Name is the name used for bylines on the website. It could be a full name, nickname, or other
pseudonym.
• Email is a required field, and the address entered is normally used to send a confirmation email in order the
verify the account.
• Email Verification: As was just stated, Manifesto uses a confirmation email to verify that the email address
associated with your account is valid. This provides a bare minimum guarantee of accountability, since we can
at least confirm that we have a means for contacting the user associated with the account. This field is set to
“Unverified” for all new users. When set to “unverified,” a random key is stored in the database, and an email is
automatically sent to the email address entered. The email body contains a link that corresponds to the random
key, and when the user clicks on the email link, the key is erased and the user is marked as “Verified.” An editor
or administrator can automatically set the status to “Verified,” if they are sure the email address is valid. Setting
the status of this field to “Not requested” lies directly in-between — the user is not considered “unverified,” but
it cannot be assumed that the user has a confirmed email address either. User normal circumstances, a periodic
script (cron job) runs to de-activate any user account that remains unverified for more than 2 days, and then will
purge the account if it is not rectified within a month.
• The Level field will only display options that are within your authority to grant to other users. For example,
an Admin is permitted to create any level user (including editors and other admins), but an Editor is only
permitted to create user-level account (not even other editors). Levels of user accounts may be combined, but
there is an implicit hierarchy: Admins need no lower permissions, because they inherit the abilities of the lower
levels. Editors do not need to be lower-level Users, because an Editor-level account already includes all those
permissions. The only time you really need to combine levels is to offer a combination of editor-level (but not
Editor) or user-level accounts (like “Business Office” + “Events Coordinator” or “Member” + “Donor”) which
may selectively grant the user access to various features on the site.
• Status is only occasionally used, for when user accounts require approval before becoming active (“Pending”
would be appropriate here), or perhaps your site offers memberships, and you want to “Disable” a user when
their subscription lapses, rather than deleting it. Websites need to be specifically coded to use these status levels,
as Manifesto does not utilize this field in the core.
• The Set a cookie. . . field indicates that Manifesto should set a cookie to avoid requiring a login upon every
return to the site. This is equivalent to the “Remember Me” checkbox sometimes seen on other sites.
• The Email password to user is only available wh \mxzmx.,men setting a new password, and will email a plain
text copy of the password to the user. They are encouraged to change it again upon loggging in, for security.
The section entitled “Detailed Information” contains additional fields containing more information, such as phone
number, alternate email, biography, etc. There is a checkbox labeled Allow additional personal data to be displayed
— if this checkbox is not checked, this additional information will not be displayed on the website when using
Manifesto’s default templates. This rule, however, is only enforced by policy, so when constructing a custom template
for displaying users, take care to respect this setting when determining how much user information to display.
Manifesto will automatically generate a page at http://www.example.org/usr/[id]/index.php that displays the default user profile for that user, regardless of whether or not the site navigation includes any links to such
pages.
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1.3.4 Forgotten Password
Whenever there is a login form, there should be a corresponding link to a page that allows you to reset your password.
The only way you can login if you forget your password is to have a new, temporary password sent to the email address
associated with your user account.
It is imposslble to “retrieve” an existing password. They are encrypted with a one-way hash, and can only be set to a
new value, not revealed.
After entering your username into the “Forgot Password” form, hit submit, and an email will be generated and sent to
your email address. When you receive that email, it will contain a link to the Manifesto website. When you click that
link, the user account will have a new, random password set. You may use that password to login and create a new
password for yourself.
If you receive such an email, and did not request a new password, simply ignore the email and your password will
remain unchanged.

1.3.5 Account page
Once logged in, you may edit the details of your user account. Regular users may use the /usr/ page to edit and modify
their personal information, but websites that make use of user accounts may also have custom navigation elements
designed to facilitate access to your account information.
Note: Be sure that the User role has “Add” and “Own” permission for the Accounts module, which allows a user to
edit their own User record.
Editors and Admins will find their account details under the My Account link on the left-hand side.
By default, only your name and email address are ever publicly revealed. There are additional details (addresses, chat
IDs, phone) that may or may not be displayed to the public based on design customization and the setting of the “Allow
this information to be publicly displayed” checkbox.

1.3.6 Changing your Password
To change your password, simply edit your account and provide a new password (and confirm it in the second box)
and submit. Your new password will be set, and will be required the next time you login.

1.4 Editor Console
If you are responsible for adding and editing the content on your website, you will spend most of your time in the
editorial backend, where you can view and modify all of the content in organized fashion.
The content on your website is broken down into modules, which are packages of files that provide some specific
functionality. The Dated Posts module provides blog-like functionality, where you enter blog posts and they are
displayed on the front end as a chronological list. The Template Pages module allows you to build standard HTML
pages with body copy in customized layouts.
Manifesto is not a “one size fits all” CMS, where all of the content is shoehorned into a “blog posts” format. In general,
each module allows you to edit and store your content in a format intentionally suited to its usage.
On the left-hand side of the Editor Console, you will see a list of the content modules enabled on your site. Clicking
on the title will load the editorial landing page for that section, which may have multiple tabs for managing different
types of content within that module.

1.4. Editor Console
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1.4.1 Views
For the most part, all of the sections follow a consistent format, and fall into one of 3 types of file:
• Listing pages, where all the existing content within that module is listed

• Editing pages, where a form is presented to create or edit a new content object
• Display pages, where rendered output from your content is displayed for your reference

1.5 Working with Content
Content in Manifesto is managed on a per-module basis, so knowing where to find your content is the first step in
managing it. Most static HTML content is edited in the Pages module, but other types of special content (events, blog
posts, staff members, etc) may be handled by their own module interface.
When you login to the Editor Console, the first view you see has been configured by a site administrator to be the
most commonly-updated content for your site. This may be the Pages module, or it may be a Product listing for your
ecommerce store. It all depends on how your website has been tailored to your specific usage needs.
The Editor Console is bascially organized by module (with some exceptions), and follows the general format of:
• Landing page listing all content
• Editing page for editing individual content items
• Editor display page for previewing the content
• Occasionally a “content options” page, allowing you to edit metadata about your content

8
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1.5. Working with Content
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Each module is also capable of managing its own module preferences, which are configurable settings like
• Number of items to display per page
• Default category for new content
• Selecting variations in output format
Any of these preferences that have been designated “editor-accessible” are available from the special Module Options
link that appears in the upper-right corner of each module landing page in the Editor Console. The landing page Title
and module Introduction text may also be edited there.
Below are a series of introductions and guides to the various modules used for managing content on your site.

1.5.1 Blog
Blogs are a great way to keep up-to-date news prominent on your site, or to give you a dated forum for longer essays,
reflections, or commentaries. Blogs can be for simple announcements, a daily journal, or a thematic collections of
writing.
This information discusses the Blog module. If your site uses the Dated Posts module, which provides
much of the same functionality without multiple blog capability, please see that section of the manual
instead.
Because Manifesto can host more than one blog (perhaps the CEO has one, and the head of IT has a separate one), it
creates a conceptual distinction between a Blog (the container, or umbrella), and a Blog Entry (the individual posts).
The Blog is a simple entity, with a title, coordinator, optional description, and an owner. Unlike many other modules,
a Blog can have more restrictive permissions, allowing only a single person to create and edit new blog posts, rather
than permitting unfettered access to anyone with Editor permissions. These are called “owners” of the blog. And a
blog entry is more likely (but not required) to indicate the author, unlike most of the other content on a website.
Creating your first blog
After initially installing the module, the editorial interface will prompt you to create a Blog before you can begin
adding blog entries.
The Coordinator is simply used to describe the person or entity under whose purview the blog runs. They may or may
not be a contributor themselves, but they are considered to be responsible for the blog.
The Blog Name and Short Name are self-explanatory, and the Description is optional – your layout may or may not
display the description at the top of the landing page, as an introduction to the blog.
The Owners menu will display all of the available Editor accounts (i.e. people who already have access to login
to the editorial console). You may click to select a single owner, or Shift-click (or Command/Alt-click) to select a
discontiguous group of owners.
For an already-existing blog, current owners will be display beneath the selection box, and individual owners can be
removed at will.
Once you’ve created a single blog, the editorial interface changes a bit. Rather than showing you a list of your blogs
(you only have one!), it defaults to displaying only your blog entries – under the assumption that, once you have a blog
set up, you want to dive right in to the entries. (If you have more than one blog, it will always default to displaying a
list of your exisiting blogs, so that you may choose the one to which you want to contribute).
In the case of having only one blog, you still may want to
edit the name or details of the blog, or to return to the list of
blogs so that you can add another. In such cases, you can find
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the appropriate links in the upper-right corner of the page, just
below the “Module Options” link.
Adding another blog
To create a new blog, you need only to return to the Blog listing
page (use the icon in the upper-right if you only have one blog
currently), which looks like the image above. Click on the
“New Blog” link, and the rest of the process is identical to the
creation of the first blog.
Note: One important thing to note is that the
default landing page for the Blog module will be
affected by the introduction of an additional blog. There is a module preference for how the default
landing page should be constructed, where the two choices are to display the most recent blog entries in
reverse chronological order regardless of which blog they are from, or to group the posts by blog, showing
the most recent blog entry from each blog.
This option can be toggled from the Module Options link in the upper-right corner.

1.5. Working with Content
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Adding blog entries
From the multiple-blog listing page, you may click on the “Add” button of the appropriate blog to create a new Blog
Entry. If you have only one blog, the “New Blog Entry” link will be displayed at the bottom of the listing page.

The top half of the form will display the name of the blog to which this entry belongs, and, if one or more category
groups are associated with the Blog module, you will be able to select one or more categories to assign to the blog
entry.
The Author/Contributor menu should be prepopulated with your name, but allows you to select from any one of
the Owners of the blog. In the case of a “Guest Editor,” for a blog post, you may manually enter any name into the
secondary Author field, and that name will be credited in the byline for that post.
The Heading and related Shortname fields are for the main title of your entry, and the corresponding URL-friendly
“shortname” string, which will be used to complete the direct link URL to this entry.
Because the format of blogs often consists of displaying a landing page with an excerpt or summary paragraph, a Blog
Entry contains separate fields for Summary and Body. The Summary is not required, and if your layout template calls
for a summary that isn’t available, it will automatically create an excerpt of the Body field to display in its place.
The Associated Media section works as it does with all Manifesto content, keeping track of uploaded and selected
media that is attached to the current content.

1.5.2 Dated Posts
The Dated Posts module is for generating news items, announcements, or blog posts. Each post consists of a title and
body, and appears with a timestamp. In most cases, you can use this module in lieu of the Blogs module, as it provides
most of the same functionality for a single user.

1.5. Working with Content
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Creating new posts
From the editorial listing page, you may click on the “New post” button.
If your Dated Posts module is configured to use one or more category group, you can assign categories to your post
by selecting all those that apply.
The title and shortname field are required. The shortname (sometimes called a slug) is a URL-friendly version of
the title, used in URLs like www.example.org/this-is-my-dated-post-title. Manifesto will automatically suggest a
shortname when you focus in that field, but you are free to modify or replace it entirely if it suits you.
The Body field is a full WYSIWYG editor that allows to format and style your text, create links, and insert media.
Finally, the Date of Post field allows you to customize the publication date of the post. (This is stored distinct from
the creation and modification dates). The field defaults to today, but you can use it to backdate entries as well. (NB:
Future-dating entries will not prevent them from being published.)
The Associated Media section works as it does with all Manifesto content, keeping track of uploaded and selected
media that is attached to the current content. Whether you upload tyhe media directly to this section, or upload and
image into the body of your post, you can find all the attached media here. The one marked as “Use this image as the
icon for this content” will be used in any templates that call for a icon (like the “featured image” in WordPress).

1.5.3 Event Calendar
The Event Calendar module is a full-fledged calendar management module. With powerful tools for creating complex
recurring events, multiple output formats available (month view, listing, week view, daily, icalendar), and flexible
categorization, this module makes it easy to maintain a busy calendar.
Events
The building block of the calendar is, of course, the Event. Its basic properties are:
• Start Date/Time
• End Time
• Title
• Organizer
• Description
• Cost
• Location
• Directions
• Contact
• URL
• Notes
• Recurrence Rule
Because of the time-sensitive nature of calendar events, the listing page always displays events in chronological order,
beginning with the next upcoming event. In order to see past events, you will have to use the date picker at the top to
select a date in the past.

1.5. Working with Content
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There are some convenient shortcuts available on this page. You can check one or more boxes on the right side of the
listing, and perform operations on more than one event at a time. This is convenient for disabling or deleting multiple
events in a single batch.
The “Pending Events” tab is primarily useful for websites that allow user-submitted calendar events. If you have a
website that allows visitors to submit their own calendar events, those events can be configured to automatically have
a status of “Pending,” allowing them to be reviewed by an editor prior to being added to the calendar.
The “iCalendar” tab triggers the generation of an icalendar-formatted .ics file on your server. This file contains all
of the events in your calendar in an internet-standard format (RFC 5545) that can be read by many other calendar
programs (iCal, Outlook, Google Calendar, etc). Normally, this file is automatically generated by a recurring script
that runs every 10 minutes.
Creating a new event
1. To create a new event, click the “New Event” link that appears at the bottom of the event listing page.
2. Like most Manifesto content, Calendar Events can tap into the powerful category system, allowing various
associations and classifications to be attached to an event. Here we see that the “Base” category group is
enabled for Calendar Events, so you can use the same categories for events that are used for photo galleries or
blog posts.

The Title field holds the main identifier for the event, which will appear in most calendar views.
Titles can be up to 255 characters long, but bear in mind that in some views, such a long title can render the view illegible.
So try to be pithy but descriptive in naming your event.
The Event Date field is the start date for the event. You can select from the menus, or click the date picker icon
for a popup, visual view for selecting the date.
The Duration field allows you to specify the start and end times of the event. If the event is all day long, or has
no particular time associated with it (like a holiday), you may select the “All day” radio button.

1.5. Working with Content
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Note: While Manifesto does not currently allow the creation of events that span multiple days, it is smart
enough to understand that an end time (“2am”) that is earlier than the start time (“10pm”) means that the event
crosses over midnight into the next day. When this situation arises, it will display the time range like “10pm 2am (next day)”.
3. The second part of the form provides ample room for you to write a lengthy descriptions, and even to upload
photos or other related documents. The Description field should be used to provide more information, and can
be used as a location to include anything not covered by the existing fields.

4. The Location menu gives you the ability to select from a predefined list of locations (see the Event Locations
section below) created elsewhere. If your desired venue is not listed there, you may select “Other Location” and
provide your own Name and Directions to the facility. Manifesto will use that information to create an ad-hoc
EventLocation object to represent that location when displaying the event.
5. The Status menu allows you to set the status of your event:

• Pending events do not appear on the calendar until approved by an editor.
• Active events are live and enabled on the calendar.
• Postponed events may appear on the site with a special note indicating that they have been rescheduled.
• Canceled indicates that a once-active event is no longer going to occur
• Sold Out can be used to indicate that an event is active, but cannot accept any more attendees.
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• Deleted indicates that the event has been marked as deleted in the database, and will not appear on the site.
1. While this much information is usually suitable for describing most events, there are some additional fields that
are available for your use. These are:
• Notes, where you can enter formatted text and links. Since the description field contains most of the
information about the event, this is a convenient place to store additional information of any sort.
• Organizer, to enter the name or phone number of the event organizer
• Organizer email, providing a quick address for contacting the organizer. This field will automatically be
converted to a clickable link if it contains an email address.
• Cost, if there is an entry fee or requested donation for the event
• URL, allowing you to link to an external website for more information about the event, venue, or relevant
content. This field will automatically be converted to a clickable link if it contains a URL.

Creating recurring events
The ability to quickly produce a series of events that recur on a regular schedule is one of the features that make
Manifesto such a powerful calendaring tool.
Events can be configured to repeat daily, weekly, monthly, or annually, with flexible configuration for each of these
options.

1.5. Working with Content
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You can specify an end date for your recurrences, or simply have it
stop repeating after n occurrences. This specification is common to
all recurring events, and the interface is straightforward. If you want
your event to occur 5 times, select “End after a number of recurrences” and enter “5” in the Count field. Similarly,
if you select “End on a particular date,” the interface changes to reveal a menu and date picker that allows you to
choose the end date for your recurrences. If you want your event to repeat “until the end of the year,” simply choose
December 31 of the current year from the date picker under “End Date.” Even if your event will end on December
29, for example, because of the recurrence rules, setting the end date to an inexact later date will still have the desired
effect.
Let us take each time frame in order, and examine the options.
1. Daily: More than just everyday!

While creating an event that occurs every day is easy (simply enter 1 for Every N days), you can actually create
a series that happens every other day (2), every 4 days, etc.
2. Weekly: Pick a day, any day!

You are not restricted to weekly events occurring every week; you can use the “Every n weeks” box to enter 1,
2, 3 or more to create an event that repeats at regular intervals greater than a week. If your event occurs every 2
weeks, simply enter “2” into the box.
You are also provided with checkboxes, from which you can indicate on which day of each week the event will
occur.
Between these two options, a schedule like “Every other Wednesday” becomes quite easy, with “2” for “Every
n days” and “Wednesday” for “On these days.”
3. Monthly: Options galore!
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For events that recur on a monthly basis, the available options are more complex. Sometimes, for example an
event is on the 3rd of the month every month. Sometimes it’s on the first Friday of the month, no matter the
date. And sometimes it’s on the last day of the month, no matter which month.
Manifesto allows you to handle all of these situations. If your event will recur on a given date, simply check the
box or boxes under the “Days” heading. There is a special date, “Last,” that always corresponds to the last day
of any month.
If your event recurs on the “first and third Wednesday of every other month,” you can configure that too. Simply
enter “2” for “Repeat every n months” and “First and Third” from the “On the. . . ” menu, and “Wednesday”
from the “Days” menu.
Now, in order to confirm that you have properly configured your recurrence rule, you must click the Check future
dates button in the recurrence section before submitting your event. When you click this button, Manifesto will
calculate the dates of all future recurrences and will display them for you to confirm.
Tip: Each date will have a checkbox alongside it, and only the events with checked boxes will be created in the
future. This makes it easy to create a meeting on the 4th of every month, but to skip July because of the holiday.
Simply uncheck the “July 4” event, and it will not be created, despite adhering to the recurrence rule.
While the creation of recurrences is governed by the original parent’s recurrence configuration, it is important to note
that future occurrences of an event are created as individual events themselves. Once you have generated the initial
batch, you may later go back and edit each event individual to customize it.
Editing recurring events
Returning later to re-edit events created by a recurrence rule can be complicated. Manifesto attempts to keep track
of the entire “series” of events, so that if, for example, the start time changes, you can update the parent event with
the new time, and have that change cascade through to all future recurrences. At the same time, you may want to
customize each recurrence with a different description. In these cases, you do not want your changes to cascade
through the series.
1.5. Working with Content
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When you edit an existing event that occurs as part of a recurring series, you are given the option seen below:

This allows you to select whether or not to edit solely this occurrence, or to affect change in all future occurrences as
well. If you opt to edit only this recurrence, the behavior is obvious. If you opt, however, to update all recurrences,
the results can be slightly more complicated. Given a brand new series of recurrences, never modified, you can update
any property in the series all by editing the parent. If any of the recurrences have been individually modified, however,
they will not be updated, for reasons clarified in the following note.
Note: An important consideration is that, once you edit a particular instance of a recurring event using “Change only
this event,” you may be affecting it in such a way that it can no longer affect, or be affected by, other events in the
series.
In other words, if you customize the “title” field of the 3rd occurrence of a series, and later you edit the original event
to alter the “end time” of the series, your 3rd occurrence event will not have its end time updated. This is because you
have already overridden the parent event’s defaults, and the 3rd occurrence can no longer distinguish between which
properties to inherit from the parent, and which have been overridden on purpose. The only safe option is to treat it as
a standalone event, no longer part of the series.

Event Locations
Event Locations provide a shorthand way for you to re-use frequently reference venues for your locations. They can
store location names, address, directions, contact info, a URL, and even images. Using event locations helps maintain
a consistent, reliable record of information related to your event venues, and saves time when creating events.

Editing recurring events
1. Click the “New event location” link at the bottom of the listing. The basic information about a location is the
Location Name, the Address, and optional Directions. The address should be formatted as | Street Address |
Street Address cont (optional) | City State ZIP | Country (optional) and ideally should conform to a format that
can easily be interpreted by Google Maps or other software to provide a map-based view of the location.
2. The second part of the location is entirely optional, but gives you the opportunity to enter a contact name, email,
and phone number, as well as providing a field for a URL that may be associated with the location. The Contact
Email field should contain only a valid email address, and it will be converted to a clickable link. Similarly, the
Location URL field should contain only a web address, and it will automatically be made into a link.
3. Once you have submitted the Event Location, it will automatically become available for use by the Calendar
Event editing form, allowing you to simply select your new location from a drop-down menu.
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1.5.4 FormBuilder
The FormBuilder module is a powerful, easy-to-use way to create custom forms to present to your visitors. You can
create simple text inputs, checkboxes and selection menus with custom values, long text areas, file uploads, and more!
Building a form is as simple as dragging and dropping the various components into
place, and configuring them with a name, label, custom values, etc. The FormBuilder
module supports default values, placeholder text, introductory copy, popup help text,
and other detailed features that give you control over your forms.
The FormBuilder module provides you with all of the different inputs that you might
need to create incredibly detailed forms.
While FormBuilder forms can be accessed as their own independent pages, they can
also be easily embedded into any Template Page using the Standalone Form template.
This gives you the ability to embed powerful forms directly into pages on your site,
providing a fully-integrated experience.
Forms are processed upon submission, and can either display a simple confirmation
message that you configure (on a form-by-form basis), or can automatically redirect
the user to a page of your choosing.
Forms responses, after being submitted by visitors, are stored in a database, and can optionally be formatted and
emailed to an email address. The database stores the raw response in key-value pairs, so that even if the form is edited
later to add, remove, or rename fields, each response still maintains its original information, and no responses are lost.
Every form response from every form is available for viewing in the Editor Console, but because two different forms
will have two radically different sets of fields in them, you must select the form whose responses you wish to see
before being able to peruse the listing of responses. Because of the complexity of creating an interface that allows
you to sort the responses in various ways, Manifesto offers the ability to export and download a version of the form
responses in a way that allows you to open them as a spreadsheet (e.g. in Excel), where the data can be manipulated
any way you want.
Creating a Form
To create a new form, navigate to the Form Builder section of the editorial portal. There are two tabbed sections on
this page: Forms and Submissions. If you are not already on the Forms tab, click on it to get there.
At the basic level, a Manifesto form has
• A title
• Optional introductory copy
• A storage method (database or database + email)
• Email address if “database + email” is selected
• Either “confirmation text” or a “Redirect URL”
• Submission cut-off date
• Submission capacity
• Cut-off message
The Confirmation Text/Redirect option governs whether or not, after submitting the form, the user is shown your
custom message on the subsequent page, or the user’s browser is redirected to the page of your choice.
The Submission Cut-off Date may be used as a cut-off date/time after which the form will no longer be presented to
users for completion. Instead, they will see a generic message or the text entered into the Cut-off message field.
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Similarly, the Submission Capacity field will limit the total number of visitors who may complete the form. Once
that number has been reached, visitors will see a generic message or the text entered into the Cut-off message field.
Once you have configured the basic properties of a FormBuilder Form, you must now configure it to add fields.
Note: You may also always click the “Configure” button from the listing page to edit the form fields.

Configuring Your Form
The form configuration interface is designed to be very easy to use, but with enough power to give you the flexibility
you need. You start with an empty canvas, and drag-drop-configure each element in your form.
To get started, we will cover the different form components at your disposal, and describe their basic use. Options for
customizing all of the fields will be covered below. All forms will automatically get a “Submit” button, so there is no
ability to add a button.
First, the one component you can add to your form that is not an input mechanism is Body Copy. You can use this
field to add HTML text to your form, from a sentence to many paragraphs. (Individual fields can have introductory
copy as well, but larger blocks of text, perhaps covering more than a single field, might merit using this field type.)
Then there are a variety of text-based input fields:
• Text input: The single-line text input, for e.g. “First Name”
• Integer: A whole number (good for quantities or anything that should not have a decimal place)
• Float-Point Number: Designed to hold a float-point number, like a price, or a precise weight
• Password: This works like the Text Input, but input will be obfuscated in the box. Please note that, while
the input behaves like a password field, the input is still stored in the database in plain text, and should not be
considered a secure password.
• Text Area: This provides the user with a large, WYSIWYG editor interface for entering large blocks of text, or
any copy that requires line breaks.
Next there are selection-based input elements. All of these present the user with a predefined, limited selection of
possible responses, and the user must select from among them.
Aside from the boolean (Yes/No) selections, all of these elements share a common set of methods for defining the lists
they will present to the user. This is discussed later in this document. The available selection elements are:
• Boolean (or Yes/No) Checkbox:: This is presented to the user as a single checkbox with a label. If the user
checks the box, its value is submitted. If the box is not checked, no indication of the field is submitted at all.
• Boolean (or Yes/No) Radio Buttons:: This is often used to present either/or scenarios where you want a clear A
or B indication, like “Company” or “Individual.”
• Checkboxes:: Checkboxes provide the user with the ability to select more than one answer to a particular
question, e.g. “What are your favorite words?”, displaying all of the options as individual checkbox inputs. You
cannot restrict the user from selecting more than one answer with this input.
• Radio Buttons:: These work exactly like checkboxes, displaying each available option as a separate input, but
is structured in such a way that the user cannot select more than one option (if they select a second option, the
first is automatically de-selected).
• Selection Menu:: Sometimes known as a Drop-down menu. This element offers a (largely browser-specific
designed) menu of available options. Most of the time, the menu displays only a single line item (when inactive)
and only allows a single selection, but it can also be made to behave like a multi-select list as well.
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The Repeating Collection element can be a huge time saver, as it allows you to define a combination of fields once,
and the user can create as many instances of this combination as needed via a simple button to “Add Another.” For
example, a job application form might ask the applicant for:
* Example project
* Budget
* Client

but you want the user to be able to add as many project/budget/client responses as they feel appropriate. This is how
a repeating collection solves the need to have a predefined number of Project 1/Project 2/Project 3 fields that may be
too many or may be too few. The fields within a repeating collection are slightly more restrictive than standalone form
elements, but the basic options of text input, dates, and selection menus is available.
The fields
• Date
• Date/Time
• Time, and
• Year
are straightforward, providing selection menus for selecting dates and times.
The Hidden element allows you to embed a value into your form which becomes part of the submission, but is never
visible by the user.
So these are the pieces you combine to build your form. Aside from their field types, each one has a core of associated
configuration data.

• First, you can create multiple sections in your form, simply by adding a section name to your field configuration.
Each section is rendered within its own fieldset element, using the section name as a legend element. By
default, all fields are added to a “Default” section.
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• The Label for the field should provide the user with a clear definition of the input you are requesting. For simple
text inputs, the label defines the input, e.g. “First Name.” For a collection of checkboxes, however, the label
will cover the collection, e.g. “Hobbies,” while the individual checkboxes will have their own labels to describe
themselves.
• The Internal field name is the name actually passed by the form when it is submitted. The internal field name
must be unique within your form, so having two fields with the same internal field name will produce
unexpected results. The internal field name should be a short, URL-friendly formatted description of your
content, e.g. “form_hobbies” rather than “form_what_are_your_favorite_hobbies?”. The form_ prefix is used
by Manifesto to help distinguish FormBuilder fields from other commonly-used variables in Manifesto like “id”
or “function.”
• The checkbox This field is required results in the field being tagged with the HTML5 “required” attribute,
which means that the form cannot be submitted until a non-empty value is entered. For checkboxes and radio
buttons, checking this box will enforce a requirement that at least one of the options must be selected in order
to submit.
• The Placeholder text uses the HTML “placeholder” attribute to pre-populate the field input with a pre-defined
value. This is especially useful when you want to provide your users with an example, or a hint as to the expected
format of the response. Placeholder text is generally rendered with faint gray text, and entering text directly into
the box immediately overwrites any placeholder. Placeholder text is never submitted, even if the input is left
empty.
• If you want the field to be pre-populated with a value that will be submitted, but can be changed by the user, you
may enter it in the Default value or state field.
On the “Advanced” tab of the configuration options, there are some additional parameters for your form element.
• An Introductory Text will appear above your field. You may write as much as you need, and the text will
appear below the field label, but above the input element. Useful for providing more detailed instructions on
what you are asking of your users.
• The Prefix and Suffix fields can be used to provide small bits of text before and/or after your input. The most
common uses of this are for fields expected to contain prices (might use a “$” prefix), and for fields that you
want to make clear are optional (might use an “(optional)” suffix.
• There are a series of checkboxes to flag the field in particular ways as well
– This field is disabled will automatically add a “disabled” property to the field input, making it read-only to
the user
– Show this field as a column in listings makes this column one of the default columns displayed on the
submission listing page
– This field is expected to be the contact email for the user marks a field as the one which contains a valid
contact address for the user who fills it out. (In other words, any correspondance with the submittor would
use the address in this field.)
– Use this field as a tally counter The value entered into this field may be used to calculate a tally, e.g. of
event attendees (“How many people will be in your party?”)
• The Notes field is for tooltip-like notes on the content or format of the field. It is typically presented to the user
as a small circle-I which, when clicked on, reveals the note.
• The Container Class and Element Class fields allow you to configure your element with custom classes that
may be used to style the manner in which they are rendered. The container class is assigned to the tag of the
element used as a container for the field label, input, options, etc. The element class is applied only to the
specific element, e.g. the text input field itself, or the individual checkboxes.
• The Validation Format menu allows you to add a particular validation check to the input. Selecting “email,”
for example, will ensure that only a valid email address will be stored in the database.
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Note: The outcome of a validation format is also dependent upon whether or not the field is marked as required. If a
field with a URL validation format is not required, then if the user enters an invalid URL, the form will submit but an
empty value will be stored in the database. If the field is marked as required, however, the form will not submit until
a valid URL is entered.

Viewing Submissions
In the FormBuilder section of the Editorial Console, there is a “Submissions” tab that allows you to select from the
existing forms to view the submissions made to that form.

By default, submissions are listed in reverse-chronological order, and the listing will include submissions currently
marked as deleted, which appear in grey. This can often occur if, for example, a payment associated with the form has
not yet been processed, or another action causes the submissions to be marked as deleted or incomplete.
You may use the icons in each row to edit and resubmit any entry, or to delete unwanted or duplicate entries. There
are also checkboxes for each entry that allow you to perform batch operations. Simply tick the box for each of the
submissions you want to process, and you are presented below with the ability to execute the following actions:
• Delete (batch deletes all selected entries)
• Resend (Send email to the designated reciptient for this form)
• Resend and Undeleted (Send email, and unmark the entries as deleted, restoring them to active or completed
status)
• Export (create a CSV file of only the selected entries)
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• Email Submittors (if the form contains a field designated as a useable contact email address, send a batch email
to the submittor. This can be useful in the event of e.g. wanting to contact the authors of all submissions to
notify them of cancellations, change of venue, send a thank you, etc).
This last option will present you with an interface for adding a Subject and Body of the email you wish to send.
The fields that appear in the listing are determined during the creation of the form fields. Any number of fields
appearing on the form may be marked as “Listing” fields, which means they will appear as columns in the listing. If
no fields of the form are explicitly noted as “Listing” fields, Manifesto will use the first 3 defined fields in the form
instead. (This sometimes produces undesirable results, such as when one of the first three fields contains an array, or
other non-scalar value.)

By clicking on the “Download” tab, you can easily download form submissions in CSV format (suitable for opening
in Excel), even restricting your download to include only submissions on or after a certain date. The downloaded file
includes a column indicating whether or not the submission is active, or deleted as well, so you can use that information
to sort or filter in your spreadsheet software.

You may also filter the listing by any one of the fields in the form. The filtering is a bit rudimentary, but may be used
to locate e.g. any submissions that include a “gmail.com” address, or submissions requesting more that 3 attendees,
etc. Just select the field you want to filter on, and then you select an operator &mdash “=” for exact matches; “&gt;”
and “&lt;” for fields with numbers, and a generic “matches” option that will match partial strings.
Clicking on any of the linked fields in the listing will pull up the editorial display page for that particular entry.
Here you may view all of the fields associated with a form submission, and you may also resend an email copy of the
submission to the recipient designated for that form.
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1.5.5 HTML Rotator
The HTML Rotator module creates custom slideshows that combine images and HTML text. It is broken up into two
components:
1. The HTML Rotator, which is the container. It can have a title and introductory test, and it defines which output
template to use and has a location property, which instructs the page template where to embed the rotator.
Rotators cannot currently be embedded in editor-supplied body copy.
2. The HTML Rotator Slides, which are the individual elements in the rotator.
Depending on your website, the HTML rotator might be hard-coded into a template, like the home page. There, it
is used to display important announcements or information that may need to be updated frequently, in contrast to the
carefully hand-crafted layout of the rest of the homepage.
There is no limit to the number of slides you may have in a rotator, though they do all occupy a certain amount of
memory, and can slow down page loads. 1-6 is the usual range.
If you click to list the slides in your “Home Page Rotator”, you will see a listing of editing slides, and you can re-order
the items, or click “New Slide” button.
Creating a new slide
A new slide has 4 basic properties:
1. The HTML Rotator to which it belongs
2. A title, which may or may not be displayed, depending on the output template
3. HTML text, the body copy of the slide
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4. Its sort order (or position in the rotation)
If your output template includes images, you can also select or upload an image in the usual fashion, and click “Use
this image as an icon” checkbox to make it the default accompaniement image for your slide. Depending on your
template, the image might appear alongside the text, below the text, or it may be used as a background image with
your HTML as a text overlay.
Since only the iconic image associated with the slide will be display, you can make your slides more re-usable by
uploading multiple images to a single slide, and then selectively changing which one of them should be treated as the
“icon” image.
Tip: This means that you could have a slide called “Holiday Service Hours,” and you could have 4 images, each
representing a different holiday. Rather than constantly creating new slides four times a year, simply alter the text as
needed, and change the associated holiday image to become the icon!

1.5.6 The Menus Module
The Menus module is designed to supersede or supplement the default navigation strucure of Manifesto, which is
generally segregated by module. The Menus module allows you to create any number of collections of link hierarchies,
and then allows you to specify an output template, as well as an output location (based on those locations provided by
the page template). This means that it can replace your default primary navigation, but also allows you easily manage
a separate “footer” menu, or “quick links” menu.
Because menus created in this module are hand-crafted rather than automatically generated by database results, they
make it much easier to create navigation sections on your website that include content from disparate modules.
The Menu itself (rather than Menu Items) are very powerful tools, and should generally be integrated with the help of
a developer, since they require that the page layout templates be properly designed to accomodate them.
The important thing to know about Menus is that they have an output template (that allows them to render as menus,
or lists, or buttons, etc), and a location property, which instructs the page template where to insert the menu output.
Note: You can turn off the display of certain menus on a per-module basis. For example, you may want to create a
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special “Help” menu that only appears when the user is on a page generated by the Shopping Cart module.
Menu Items are very basic things: a title, a URL, and a position in the hierarchy, and the interface should be a familiar
combination of other hierarchical content in Manifesto, and the link editor from the WYSIWYG editor.
Creating a new menu item

From the default menu listing page, like the one shown above, you can either click to immediately add a new menu
item to a particular menu by clicking on the “Add” button, or you can click the “List” button to see the existing menu
hierarchy.

And from there you can re-order the items or click “New Menu Item” button.
1. The first part of the menu item simply controls where it will appear in the hierarchy, and prompts you for the
title that will be displayed as the link text in the menu. There is also a “Display” property, which allows you to
quickly disable display of this item in the menu on the front end.
Note: How much of the menu hierarchy is visible on the front end of the website is a function of the design and the
output templates in use. There are also templates specifically designed to output secondary and tertiary links only, for
example.
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2. The second part of the menu item describes the link. As with the link browser in the WYSIWYG editor, the
URL path field is used to create the href property of the menu item link. If this link is to an external site, or
cannot be simply described by reference to a single Manifesto content object, just enter the URL here.
Otherwise, it can be convenient to use the dynamic selector menus to navigate to the content to which you will
be linking. The URL path will automatically be generated for you, and the database will remember the actual
content you are linking to, which information can be used to dynamically update the URL later if anything
changes.
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Sorting menu items
Menu items follow the standard Manifesto paradigm for nested sortable lists. When viewing the hierarchy of menu
items within a menu, you can drag and drop an item into a new location, including to different depths of the hierarchy,
and any descendent items it may have will move with it.
Note:
If you suspect that your sort order has become unmanageably corrupted, you can
manually
request
the
page
http://www.example.org/editor/MenuItem/index.php?
e_section=menus&function=rebuild_tree&id=0. This will completely resort your entire set of
records, but will attempt to preserve basic hierarchy (but not ordering) based on the parent ID property.

1.5.7 Preview
The Preview module is designed to allow draft content to be reviewed, saved, and edited before being published. The
module itself does not define a new type of content, but it injects itself into select content types, replacing the normal
“Submit” buttons with new functionality that saves a temporary copy of the content, allowing you to preview the
content, and permitting rudimentary publishing moderation.
Certain user roles can be defined as “Publishers,” allowing them to fully submit and publish content, and others as
“Drafters,” who may add and edit content, but are not permitted to publish it.
The act of previewing your content is simple: edit or create a new piece of content which has been attached to the
Preview module (for example, a Blog Post, or a Template Page), and you’ll notice that the “Submit” button at the
bottom of the form has been replaced by a “Save Draft & Preview” button. If you are authorized as a Publisher, you
will also still see the traditional “Submit” button which may be used to submit and publish the content in the usual
manner.
If you attempt to edit a content object that already has a draft revisions, you will be notified at the top of the editing
interface, and you are given the opportunity to switch over to editing the draft instead.
The Preview listing page displays all current draft revisions, grouped by content type (e.g. all Blog Post previews, all
Template Page previews, all Staff previews, etc).

• Click on the title to preview that content on the front end
• Edit the draft to continuing updating and modifying the content
• Approve the draft to insert it, or to have it replace the old content
• Delete the draft altogether
Limitations
The Preview module currently allows only one draft revision per piece of content, so you may not create and save
multiple preview versions.
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1.5.8 Registrations
The Registrations module was developed specifically in response to the complex options available on paper forms
for camp and course registrations. It allows for the construction of Registration objects that contain one or more
Registration Units which may be grouped together into tracks, or Unit Groups.
For example, you might have a “Diversity Conference” (a Registration) that is broken down into “Morning Track” (a
Unit Group) and “Afternoon Track” (a Unit Group). Each of those tracks have 2 workshops, “Understanding Diversity”
(a Registration Unit), and “Diversity in the Workplace” (a Registration unit).
Prices can be attached to Registration Units, allowing them to be added to a shopping cart for checkout just like any
other purchasable item.
Creating a new registration
To create a new Registration object is easy: it requires only a title and a description for the event, camp, or class being
promoted.

You may notice that there is a special “Save. . . ” link after the title. This is a shortcut that allows you to quickly save
the new Registration without a page reload, so that you can immediately start adding Registration Units. Otherwise,
you would have to submit the page and then re-edit before you could add Units (saving the Registration object initally
will generate the ID needed by the Units to associate them with the Registration).
After quick-saving the registration, you will see a new section of the editing form, as below:
Clicking on the “Add another registration unit” will popup a new modal window allowing you to enter details about
the class, session, or workshop.
• The Group/Track/Session field is optional, but allows you to group different registration units into logical groups
like “Morning Session” and “Afternoon Session,” or “Developer Track” and “Manager Track”
• The Title is required, and should reflect the name of the session, course, or workshop.
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• The Description field is also optional, but permits a more detailed description, photo uploads, links to related
information, etc.
• The Submission Capacity field will limit the total number of visitors who may register. This is gauged by
quantity of registrations purchased, so it may be more than one-per-submission, which is why this field is distinct
from the corresponding field in FormBuilder Forms. Once this capacity number has been reached, visitors will
see a generic message or the text entered into the Cut-off message field of the associated form.
If you intend to charge money for the registration, and have properly configured the Shoppng Cart module to interact
with the Registration module, then an additional tab will appear in the “New Registration Unit” interface:
Here you specify the shopping cart item that corresponds to your Registration Unit. It can have a different title than
the Registration Unit (which appears in the Shopping Cart), and has all the flexible options of any purchasable item in
Manifesto.
When you edit a Regsistration object, you will also see all the existing associated Registration Units, and can edit and
delete them as needed. But because each Registration Unit is its own content type, there is a “Registration Units” tab
in the module interface.
This alternate interface simply displays all defined Registration Units, regardless of the Registration to which each is
attached.
Note: Editing and/or deleting content in the Registration Units interface has exactly the same effect as editing the
content from within the associated Registration interface.
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Displaying Registrations
Currently, the only means for displaying Registrations for signup is by using the combo “Form with Registration”
template.
You must create a form using the Form Builder that collects the signup information you need (name, address, email,
age, etc). Then you attach that form, and your registration object, to the new page you have created.
The template takes care of combining the two forms, and handles the processing and submission.
Viewing Processed Registrations
Because ultimately the registration units that a user selected correspond to shopping cart items, a Registration is
basically viewed the same way a purchase or donation transaction is handled.
Successful paid registrations will appear in the Shopping Cart Transactions listing, and the details of the payment and
registration units purchased appear there just as they would for normal shopping cart purchases.
The only difference is that, because the current purchase also had an associated Form with it, the Transaction detail
page will also contain a special section entitled “Associated Form Response” and it will link to the full set of answers
given in response to the associated Form object.

Note: Since the Form portion of a Registration page is still a FormBuilder form, it maintains consistent behavior with
other forms. In other words, if the form is configured to email responses to a staff member, that will happen even when
the form is part of a larger Registration process.

1.5.9 Shopping Cart
Overview
The Shopping Cart module is the most complex and most powerful tool in Manifesto. It is actually several tools in
one, and is designed to integrate seamlessly with all sorts of other content on your site.
The Shopping Cart module relies on the notion of what Manifesto calls a Shopping Cartable object. This is basically
a consistent collection of data that describes all of the properties that are required to describe a product that can be
purchased through the Shopping Cart system.
1.5. Working with Content
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At the most basic level, this includes
• A name for the shopping cart line item
• A price
• Whether or not user can order more than 1
• Whether or not the item is taxable
• Whether or not the item requires shipping
• Any related options (color, size, etc)
These are the fundamental properties of a purchasable item, and they can be applied to virtually any content in
Manifesto.
In other words, if you have a discography section of your band website, you can assign these Shopping Cartable
properties to each of your albums, and they will automatically become part of your online store. You could do this
with any sort of content, even a blog post – “Purchase nicely-formatted printouts of this article for $.05/each.”
If you are using the event calendar, you can create events that require tickets to be purchased. Rather than creating
a whole new catalog for event tickets, we simply append a Shopping Cartable to the Event itself, and it suddenly
becomes purchasable.
Adding to Cart
Whenever there is a purchasable item on your site, the user will be presented the opportunity to add the item to a
shopping cart, optionally with the ability to specify a quantity, or to select other options.
The specific details of the behavior of adding items to the cart depends on your developer’s implementation. By
default, items can only be added to the cart one at a time, and the user is redirected their shopping cart page each time.
Other implentations might use AJAX to load the cart without refreshing the page.
The Checkout Process Workflow
1. User adds one or more item to their cart.
2. User goes to the cart display page (/cart/ by default) to review
3. After confirming line items in the cart (and optionally entering an additional donation amount), user clicks
“Proceed to checkout”
4. At this point, if the system requires user accounts for checkout, the user will be prompted to login, or to create
a new account
5. Otherwise, the user will be prompted for billing information.
6. If shipping is required, user is prompted to select a shipping method, and to provide a shipping address.
7. Once that information has been provided, the user is taken to the pre-order confirmation page, which displays
the provided addresses and line items again for verification.
8. At the bottom of that page is a form (developed specifically for the credit card processor you have chosen) that
prompts you for your credit card information and any other data the processor requires.
9. Once you submit that form, your transaction is sent off for processing.
10. Once a response – success or failure – is received from the credit card processor, the user is redirected to a
receipt page, or, in case of failure, an error page that offers recommended courses of action to rectify the error.
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Viewing Transactions
Manifesto automatically creates a Shopping Cart object whenever a User adds something to their cart, but it doesn’t
create a Shopping Transaction until the user begins the checkout process.
From the Editor Console, you can quickly review all transactions, with the most recent at the top. The date, user email
address, status, and amount are all displayed on the Shopping Cart module landing page.
Clicking on any of the transactions pulls up all of the details about that transaction: The processor-specific details
(Transaction ID, payment time stamp, transaction fees, etc) and the common Manifesto details: buyer informatin, line
items, tax, shipping, and net total.
If the transaction has any modular linked data, e.g. the Form Response for a form associated with the checkout, it will
also appear on this page in its own section.
The Editor can change the Transaction status here, as well, to indicate the current state of processing. The available
status codes are as follows (with an indication of intended meaning):
• In Progress: Active shopping carts not yet checked out
• Pending: Transaction is current being processed
• Authorized/Held: Transaction successfully processed an authorization hold
• Received: Transaction was successful, and is ready for fulfillment
• Being Processed: Transaction is being fulfilled internally
• Needs Shipping: Transaction is ready to be shipped out
• Delayed: Transaction successful, but fulfillment delayed
• Paritally Shipped: Some items have already been shipped
• Fulfilled: Transaction fully complete, and shipped if needed
• Failed: Transaction failed. Details usually provided by processor
• Declined: Transaction failed. Details usually provided by processor
• Disputed: User has disputed transaction, i.e. through PayPal or credit card issuer
• Returned: Item or items from transaction were returned
• Returned: Refund has been issued for this transaction
You may also leave internal notes, which are only viewable by Editors, not by the customers.
If your developer has given customers a place to view and track the progress of their orders, there may also be a
“Customer Notes” field for leaving more detailed information for the customer.
The “Communication” section gives you a shortcut for sending an email to the user about their order. For advanced
users, you can create a series of templates (which can, for example, embed the user’s order details dynamically) that
can be pre-loaded into the editor for further tweaking.

1.5.10 Staff
The Staff module provides a convenient means of maintaining a directory of personnel, members, staff, or employeees.
Combining individual profile records with a powerful system of categorization allows for flexible uses.
Staff profiles consist of basic personal information:
• Full Name
• First Name
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• Middle Name
• Last Name
• Postnomials (“Ph.D”,”Sr”,etc)
• Department
• Position
• Phone
• Address
• Address2
• City
• State
• ZIP
• Country
• Email
• Public
• Alternate Email
• Biography
When you combine this information with one or more category groups, you can develop complex records. For example, if you add 2 category groups called
Membership Level and Region
you could manage a nicely comprehensive, sortable directory of members.
Note: Even if the module is used for something other than “staff,” we will still refer to the profile records as Staff
Member.

Creating a new staff profile
1. From the listing page shown above, click the “New Staff Member” link.
2. You are presented with the editing form. In the example above, there is a single associated Category Group
called Staff Groups with categories like Staff and Clergy. You may select more than one category to associate
with your record.
3. The rest of the information is straightforward, and some fields, like Department and Position, can be used in
different ways to suit various scenarios.
4. While there is a menu for Sort Order on the editing page, it is usually more convenient to use the drag-n-drop
interface on the listing page to sort your staff members.
Note: There is currently only one overarching sort order that covers all staff profiles. Therefore, complex
combinations of filtering (e.g. by category or department) and custom sort orders can require very careful
ordering.
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5. You may upload one or more images or files to associate with the profile, as with most content. If you associate
an image and check the “Use this image as the icon for this content” box, for example, your display templates
could use that image as the thumbnail avatar for that member.
Creating a custom sort order
Templates can obviously be developed to dynamically sort staff profiles based on last name, department, or other
properties of the profile, of course. But in the real world, hierarchies and org charts are complex creatures.
When sorting staff profiles, be sure that you are not filtering the listing by any particular category. There is only one
sort order for the entire listing, so the only way to ensure that you are accounting for every member’s sort order is to
sort a complete, unfiltered listing.
Drag the profiles into the desired order. The sort order will be updated on the fly as you manually shuffle the listing,
and will give feedback on the completion of the sorting, so take note to allow time for the operation to complete!
Note:
If you suspect that your sort order has become unmanageably corrupted, you can manually
request
the
page
http://|yoursite.example.com|/editor/Staff/index.php?
e_section=staff&function=resort. This will completely resort your entire set of records, but
will ensure that each record has a unique sort order, often clearing up issues.

1.5.11 Template Pages
The Template Pages module is responsible for generating most of the content pages on your website. They provide
a flexible way to create consistent page layouts with static content, custom fields, or content embedded from other
modules.
Template Pages are generally managed hierarchically, mimicking the structure of the site architecture, and are capable
of generating their own top-level navigation structure using Manifesto’s built-in Navigation hooks. Large websites,
however, often employ the Menus module to provide fine-grained control over menu generation. Either way, it is
beneficial to organize the hierarchy of your pages in such a way that you can easily find the content you need to
manage.
Template pages basically come in two flavors:
• Static HTML pages (Title, Summary, Body, optional photos)
• Custom templates designed to include or embed content from other modules in addition to allowing static HTML
text
Template definitions should only be created by trained and qualified developers who are comfortable creating and
editing HTML files. For most websites, the development team creates a series of templates which cover the various
layout needs for your website. New pages are then built using these predefined templates.
In the screenshot below, you see a listing of the top-level pages in the Template Pages module. The first column
displays the page title, and the middle column displays the template used to display the page content.
Creating a new page
1. On the listing page, you can either select the templlate you wish to use for your new page, or click
“Browse the templates” if you aren’t sure. The browsing page gives you a brief description of each template so you can understand its function and layout. There may be a variety of different templates unique
to your site, and each site is different, so be sure you are familiar with the particularities of your templates.
2. Once you know which template you are going to use, select it and you will be taken to the editing screen.
1.5. Working with Content
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3. The first field on the editing screen is the current template in use. You may select a different template, but because
another template may include different custom fields, the page will be refreshed to output a form appropriate for
the new template.
4. Next, you are presented with two menus that allow you to locate your new page within the current hierarchy on
the site. First, select a parent page from the menu. Any page can act as a parent for any other page – there is
no limit on the nesting hierarchy – so all available pages are shown in this menu. If you wish to create a new
top-level page, select “This is a parent menu.” Otherwise, select the page you wish to tp act as the parent of your
new page.

5. The position menu is contextual, and changes based on the current selectiion of the parent menu. When you
select a new parent page, the position page is updated to allow you to situate your new page among the other
children of the parent. Between the parent and position menus, you can put your new page anywhere within the
site hierarchy.
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6. The title and shortname fields are pretty straightforward. The title property appears at the top of the page, and it
usually used for the titlebar in the browser as well. The shortname is a URL-friendly representation of the same.

7. The URL path allows you to customize the path for the current page. If you leave this field blank, the default
URL structure is http://www.example.org/mod/template_pages/[parent-shortname]/
[page-shortname]/index.php
You can create a custom URL for your content by entering it here. Leave out the default site URL, and enter
only a relative path here.
8. The Display checkbox governs whether or not the page will appear on the front end of the site for the public.
You can enable/disable display of this page on the site by toggling this checkbox.

9. Summary: The summary field is optional, and how it is used will depend on the configuration of your site.
Depending on your site configuration, you may, for example, have a landing page that displays a thumbnail and
summary for all of the pages available on your site. (If you are familiar with WordPress, the summary field acts
much like ‘the_excerpt‘).
10. The body field is where the bulk of the page content will probably be entered. For the most part, this field
acts like “the HTML page content.” An entirely full-featured website can be constructed of nothing more than
template pages with a title and a body. The WYSIWYG editor gives you full access to formatting, link creations,
and the uploading of images.
11. All of the fields mentioned so far are consistent across all template pages. The real power of templates pages is
in the ability to add custom fields that extend functionality, for example, allowing you to easily embed a form or
calendar listing on your page.
12. The options available for custom fields are limitless, and could not possibly be covered in this document, but a
few examples might help.
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• You might, for example, have a series of pages about your various office locations. Each one of those pages
will need to have a different office address, phone number, and perhaps a map image. While you could
simply embed this information in the body field of your page, that means that the formatting (boldface, line
breaks, consistency) is left entirely up to you to manage in the WYSIWYG editor. Since we are dealing
with consistent, structured data, it would be nice if we could simply create custom fields to request and
store this information.
• In this case, we could use a template with 3 custom fields for our office locations: address (a simple text
area), phone number (text input), and a map image (custom image selector). This way we can store (and
display) the data consistently, and it also allows us to have the option to make one or more of these fields
required, so that we cannot submit the form without completing it. These benefits would not be available
if we simply included the information in our body copy.
• Another common use of custom fields might be used by a custom template designed to display an embedded form created by the FormBuilder module. In this case, you would simply be presented with a
drop-down menu that would allow you to select which form to embed on the page. The template itself –
created by a developer – would contain all the markup and logic to handle processing the form submission.
13. The Editor Display page that you usually see after submitting an editing form in the Editor Console is not
designed to display the content in the proper context of the front-end display, so it can be difficult to envisage
the front-end layout. To give you a better indication of what your content will look like on the public site, there
is a Preview button at the bottom of the form. Clicking this will attempt to display your current page within the
context of front-end stylesheets and layouts without actually finalizing the saving of your data.
14. When you are satisfied with your content, click Submit and your page will be saved.
15. As with most content in Manifesto, you can select what page you want to see after submitting your content.
By default, you will see the editor display page, but you can also choose to return to the listing page, or to
immediately jump to adding another new template page.
Moving a page
There are two ways to alter the location of a template page on your site:
1. From the listing page, you can click on the dotted bar on the left-hand edge of a row to drag that page and all of
its descendants to a new position. Manifesto will reorganize all of your pages to accomodate the new position.
2. From the editing form of a specific page, you can select a new parent and position value from their respective
menus. After submitting the form, the current page and all of its descendents will be re-ordered to their new
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location.
Adding to the main navigation
If your site is not using custom menus, it is probably automatically generating main navigation menu items based on
the top-level pages in this module. Adding a new top-level page (one which has no parent page) may automatically
add a new item to your main navigation. There is currently no way to avoid this without resorting to using the custom
Menus module, or by hiding the additional menu item with CSS.

1.6 Media Browser
The Media Browser is one of the most powerful tools in Manifesto. All image uploads, media files, PDFs and downloadable files are stored consistently, and with a full set of metadata for characterizing your uploads, from title and
caption to keywords and taxonomies. This makes all of your uploaded files easy to find, and reusable across your
entire website.

The uniform handling of file uploads also allows Manifesto to ensure rigorous validation and sanitization of usercontributed files, to keep you safe from malicious hacking attempts.
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1.6.1 Uploading files
Most of the time, when you need to upload a file to Manifesto – whether embedding a photo in blog post, uploading a
product shot, or making a PDF available for download – you will upload through the Media Browser upload tab.
The interface is simple:

Simply drag one or more images, audio files, PDFs, Word documents, or other media onto the target zone indicated
by the grey area. For backwards compatibility, you may also click anywhere on the area to bring up a standard file
selection box to locate and upload a file from your computer.
As the upload takes place, the inteface will change to display the upload progress of hte files, and they will take their
place within the respository.
Once they are uploaded, Manifesto attempts to glean as much information about the file as possible, including the
filename, MIME type (what kind of file it is), and in the case of digital photographs, it will attempt to read metadata
from the image file itself, such as the date and time the photo was taken.
Bear in mind that Manifesto enages in a variety of checks to prevent malicious files from being uploaded. The most
straightforward of these is to ensure that the file extension or suffix (e.g. “.jpg” or “.doc”) matches the actual file type.
This prevents malicious users from uploaded a javascript with an extension of “.jpg” for example. A by-product of
this strict policy is that images with incorrect or missing suffixes will not be displayed on the site until the discrepancy
is resolved.
There are also module preferences that allow you to restrict uploads to specific User Roles, or to require editor approval
before displaying some file types (for sites that allow public uploads).

1.6.2 Selecting and inserting media
By clicking on any file in the repository grid, details about that file will appear on the right-hand side of the Media
Browser window. Here, you can edit information about the file, such as title, artist/owner, caption, etc. These values
act as default attributes when using the media (for example, when embedding a photo in a blog post), but can be
overridden on a case-by-case basis.
From the repository grid view, you can click on an image, and then click the “Use Selected Media” button to insert it
into your content. If you click on an image while holding down the ALT key (Command on a Mac), you can select
more than one file at a time to place (each selected image will appear semi-opaque). When you click “Use Selected
Media” each of the media will be attached to your content in turn.
Note: Please note that, while images are obviously placed by inserting the image into your copy, other files such as
PDFs or ZIP archives may appear as representative icons instead.
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1.6.3 Options when inserting media

After placing the media within your content, you will
notice that it only appears as a square placeholder.
This is intentional, to preserve space within the editor,
but your image will ultimately be displayed on the page
with the parameters you specify.
Clicking once on the placeholder image reveals an overlay with two icons: one to delete the image, and one to
edit the properties of the media for this specific instance.
The Title of the media is largely for reference, though
some output templates may choose to display it. The other options are described here:
• This is the icon for this content
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Fig. 2: The interface for specifying details of media usage
Sometimes an image needs to be associated with a content object without being embedded in body copy anywhere – perhaps a thumbnail is designed to be displayed alongside the title the listing page. In such a case, we
need to designate one of the uploaded images as the official “icon” that should be used. This is called the icon,
and it is selected by checking this radio button. Only one icon per content object can be selected.
• Positioning
This drop-down menu offers a selection of positioning options that allow you to specify how your
media is to be placed. By default, images are wrapped in a <figure> tag (which allows it to be kept
with a caption), and will appear on a line by themselves, with no specified alignment. The other
options, e.g. “top-left” allow you to have text wrap around the image. If you need to have your image
displayed in line with the text, select inline from the menu.
• Clear
The clear checkbox tells Manifesto to insert the image only after clearing any earlier text that may have been
wrapping around another image.
• Display caption/Caption
If you wish your placed image to have a caption, check the checkbox and enter your caption. Any default caption
from the Media file will already appear in the text area, but you may alter it on a case-by-case basis.
• ALT Text
To provide an ALT text attribute for your image (a standard for acccessible content), enter it here. By default,
the filename will appear here, but it is not recommended to use filenames as ALT attributes.
• Display size/Custom W x H
Manifesto creates 3 different versions of all uploaded media:
– The full-size imaage as it was uploaded
– A page-size image suitable for body copy (usually ~600 pixels, configurable)
– A thumbnail image to be used for icons and smaller placement (usually ~250 pixels)
Some modules can specify that Manifesto create additional sizes for specific usage. If so configured, those sizes
will appear in this menu as well. To avoid using excessive bandwidth, you should only insert the variation of
image that will suit your needs. You may also specify a custom width or height for your image. Only one of
these parameters is required; the image will always be resized to maintain the proper aspect ration.

1.6. Media Browser
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• Link to. . .
You may want users to be able to click on your image and be sent to another page. Your options here are
– None (do not link the image to anything)
– Media Gallery (view this image in the Media Gallery. NB: The Media Gallery is not guaranteed to be in
use on your website, so check with an administrator before selecting this option)
– Fancybox (this makes the full-size image appear in a lightbox interface)
– Raw file (link directly to the full-size version in its own window)
– URL Selecting this exposes a text input box where you may enter any URL you wish to link to
Checking the Open in new window checkbox will open any URLs in a new browser window.
After making your selections, the modal window will close and your image will be updated.

1.7 Categories
Manifesto has a robust, flexible taxonomy system for classifying content. Originally developed as a simple list of
categories that could be associated with content produced by a particular module, it has developed into a system that
allows for a variety of classification schemes, which may be used alone or in combinations.
Category Groups are collections of category terms. You may have a Category Group simply called “Categories,”
but you could also have one called “Regions” (containing geographical terms), or “Flavors,” or “Media” or “Colors.”
Category Groups are created independently, but can then be attached to one or more module, allowing content across
your site to share the same category terms.
Within a Category Group, individual categories are created, and can be organized into hierarchical structures, thereby
permitting sub-categories within other categories. They may also be re-sorted and arranged into custom orders.
To add a new Category Group, from the listing page, click “New Category Group.” You are prompted for only a few
pieces of information

Fig. 3: Adding a new category group
• Category Group - the name of the collection
• Shortname - a URL-friendly version of the group name
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• Description - optional explanation of the purpose of the group
• Allow multiple selections - this is a toggleable option that controls whether or not content using this category
group are permitted to associate itself with more than one individual category from this group at a time. In other
words, if a piece of content may tag itself as being available in more than one color, the “Colors” category group
would check this checkbox to allow that.
To add a new Category, from the Category Groups listing page, you may click on the “Add” button within an
existing category group. As an alternative, from the “List” page of a particular category group, there is always a “New
Category” link at the bottom of the list of existing categories.

Fig. 4: Adding a new category
Adding a category is straightforward:
• Select the Category Group to which your category will belong
• Assign it a Parent category (or make it a top-level category itself)
• Select the Position in which is will be located within the hierarchy
• Give it a Category Name and Shortname (used for URLs)
• Give it an optional Description
• Upload or assign an Icon image to it

1.7. Categories
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• Optionally, the Mark this category box allows you to flag individual categories. This is only useful if you have
designed your website to treat flagged categories differently, e.g. by only including marked categories in the
sidebar, or using flagged categories as “recommended” categories.
Rearranging the order of categories can be done by dragging-and-dropping rows from the listing interface. Bear in
mind that moving a category which itself has sub-catgories will result in the entire “family” being relocated.
Also, you can simply edit an existing category, and use the Parent and Position menus to alter the position on the
category and its sub-tree.

1.8 WYSIWYG Editor

The WYSIWYG editor in Manifesto is a slightly modified version of TinyMCE, a popular editor found in many CMS
applications. For the most part, the buttons in the toolbar are self-explanatory, and generally behave the way such
buttons operate in word processors like Microsoft Word.
Manifesto basically allows for two forms of the WYSIWYG editor: the “full HTML” version, with the ability to
upload images, create tables, etc. And the “restricted HTML” version, which allows for simple formatting like bold
and italic as well as link creation. For the most part, the version used is determined by the specific needs of the module
and its content, so you should not be re-configuring the options on a regular basis.

1.8.1 Pasting content from other sources
While you are permitted to simply paste into the editor window, there are 3 special situations where you may want to
take special care before pasting:
1. Pasting from Microsoft Word: Because Word document often contain hidden formatting codes, there is a
special Paste from Word button on the toolbar. When you click it, you are given a new window into which you
can paste your text. Before it is inserted into the content, it is scrubbed and sanitized to remove potentially
hazardous code.
2. Pasting plain text: If you have formatted text that you want to insert without formatting, click the icon of a
clipboard with a “T” on it. This version will strip all formatting code from your input before inserting it into the
editor.
3. Pasting HTML code: When you are given HTML code to embed in your site, for example from a YouTube or
Video video “embed code,” you cannot paste it directly into the editor window. Because it is raw HTML code,
it needs to be pasted into the “Raw HTML” window. Click the “HTML” button on the end of the toolbar to see
your body copy in its raw HTML form. Locate where you want the code to appear, and paste into the popup
window. When you close the window, it will render the HTML in the editor so you can see it in context.
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1.8.2 Creating Links
Creating links in the editor is easy. Simply type the text you want to appear as a link, and use your mouse to select it.
Then click on the “Create link” icon (a small chain link), and a new window will popup.

• To create a simple link to an external website, you can simply enter the URL in the “URL Path” field and submit.
• To create a link to other content on your own website, you can either paste in the URL or use the menus as
shown above to select your content based on the module and content type. The cascading menus will help build
your URL based on your selections.
• In order to have your links open in a new window, simply check the checkbox “Open in new window” and a
class will be added to your link to prompt the browser to open the link in a new window. This is a good idea for
external websites, so users do not lose their place in your webiste.
• You can link directly to any of the images or documents in your Media repository by selecting the “Media
Storage” tab and clicking on the media you want to link to. This is particularly useful when you want to create
a text link to a PDF document for download.

1.8. WYSIWYG Editor
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1.8.3 Uploading photos to embed in body copy
See “Selecting and inserting media” above.

1.9 Debugging
Manifesto stores a fair amount of detailed debugging information when users are viewing the site. When debugging is
enabled in the site preferences (by an Admin), Editors and Admins are able to view detailed debugging information at
the bottom of every page on the site.
This information is not visible by normal users, and is harmless, so do not worry if you see it enabled on the site. It
allows developers and administrators to get detailed information on database queries, responses, and site configuration
settings.
Modules sometimes add their own debugging scripts, such as the Shopping Cart module, to allow for detailed troubleshooting of their operations. Such modules should always configure their scripts to restrict debugging access to
editors and admins, to prevent any accidental data disclosures.

1.10 Admin Console
The Admin Console is restricted to those with Admin permissions, as it contains interfaces for modifying site structure,
templates, CSS and other core site configuration options.
More to come

1.11 Scenarios and How-Tos
A series of step-by-step guides for handling specific situations in Manifesto

1.11.1 Mega-pages
Mega-pages aren’t a module per se, but a special set of templates that are designed to create long, scrolling pages that
are actually an aggregate of parent and child pages, each of which is managed on the backend as individual content.
In the Editor Console, all of the pages are managed as a hierarchy of pages, divided up into the six main sections of
the site. The idea is that each of the six top-level sections would initially be displayed as a single page, with full child
pages directly embedded.
All pages have a title, summary, and body copy field, and beyond that, different templates may have additional fields.
Of course, those child pages each have their own template as well, so they in turn may also embed grandchild pages,
either partially or entirely depending on their own template.
Here is a breakdown of the current Template Pages:
• Level 1 Megapage This template is designed to display a section-specific banner, with custom image and custom
prayer at the top. The body copy of the current page is then displayed.
Pages which are immediate children of these top-level pages are displayed beneath the master page, in sequential
ordrer. Many of these second-level pages also have child pages, and you will often see photo/summary teasers
linking to these third-level pages.
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• Child Block This is the most common page template, and is designed to be embedded on a Level 1 or Level 2
megapage. It is also capable of embedded links to its own child pages in one of two formats.
In addition to the standard fields, the Child Block also contains a Content Info field (allowing one or more
contact to be listed in the sidebar), an Event Category that allows you to embed a listing of upcoming events
within a particular category, a Links collection that permits the addition of related links in the sidebar. And
you can specify whether child pages are linked using a single-column (stacked) layout, or a two-column (grid)
layout.
• Level 2 Megapage This template is a cross between the first two templates described above. It is designed to
have full child pages embedded on it, but it also includes the events, links, and contact fields used by the Child
Block.
• Calendar View This is a good example of a module-specific template, designed to output content from another
module, embedded on your template page.
In this case, you may select a category from which to pull events, and the template takes care of querying the
database for upcoming events within that category, and displays them on the page.
• Photo Gallery This template allows you to select from the available categories to build a page with photos in
the Media Gallery that are assigned to that category. The template pulls the 9 most recent matching images, and
displays them in a custom-designed grid.
• Standalone Form Another module-specific template, this template allows you to select an already-create form
from the FormBuilder module, and to build a page to display it. The template also allows you to control what
happens after a user submits the form: you can either display a custom confirmation messsage, or you can
redirect the user to a URL of your choosing.
• Form with Registration This is a complex template that essential combines and performs two tasks at once:
including a form to be filled out by the user, and allow the user to select Registration Items (e.g. a class, camp
schedule, etc.) which have corresponding prices and require a checkout process.
First, the page embeds the form you select. Then, below that appears the Registration form, including all
available Registration Units. The user completes the form and the registration selections, and Manifesto cleverly
does two things:
1. It submits the FormBuilder form via AJAX, checks for errors, and returns the result.
2. If that submission was successful, it submits the Registration portion of the page, adding items to a shopping cart, and ultimately directing the user through the Checkout processs.
• Staff Directory and Staff Listing These two templates are designed to output sub-sections of the entries in the
Staff module. They differ only in the manner by which they group and display the resulting staff entries.
With only these 9 templates, we have been able to generate nearly 500 pages with a good balance of consistency and
variation.

1.11.2 Linking to a PDF
One common task for editors is to make a PDF file available for download from your website. While this seems like a
trivial task, it actually involves a series of steps that is best spelled out explicitly.
1. First, on the page where you want to link to the PDF, scroll to the bottom of the editing form, to the section
entitled “Associated Media,” shown below:

2. If the PDF has not yet been uploaded to your site, click the “Choose File” button to select from files on your
computer. (Alternately, click the “Select from existing images” button and switch to the “Upload File” tab once
the popup window opens.)

1.11. Scenarios and How-Tos
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Once you have selected a file, the space will look something like this (it depends on your browser):

3. Then click the “Upload Now” button, which will generate a popup window for the Media Browser:
4. Make sure you have selected your just-uploaded file, and click the “Use selected media” button in the upper
right corner. This will close the popup window, and will insert your new attachment at the bottom of your page,
as here:
5. The highlighted line, just beneath “Direct URL,” is the full URL to your uploaded file. Select and copy that
URL.
Then return to your body copy, and select the text to which you want to attach the link to the PDF. Click the
“Insert Link” icon in the toolbar (which resembles a chain link), and a window will open where you can paste
in the URL you copied earlier. Submit by clicking “Insert Link,” and voilà, you now have a link to your PDF!
6. You can repeat this process as many times as you need to. And once a PDF has been uploaded to the site, you
can re-use it, or link to it, on as many different pages as you wish.
Linking to already-uploaded PDFs is even easier: Just select the text you want to be a link, and click the “Insert
Link” button in the toolbar.
Rather than tracking down the PDF and entering the URL manually, just switch to the “Media Storage” tab,
locate the PDF, and click to automatically insert a link to it.

1.11.3 Custom URLs
Quick Answer
To create a short, custom URL for a page that you’ve created, use the Custom URLs screen. Simply select the module,
and specific content item, and type in the URL you want to create.
For example, the page “Meet the President” might have the Manifesto default URL
/mod/template_pages/display/138/index.php
but you want it to be available at
/meet-the-president/
So you select “Template Pages” from the Module menu, “TemplatePage” from the Content Type, “Meet the President”
from the Item menu. Then enter the URL meet-the-president and submit. Your shortcut will be available
immediately.
In Depth
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The systematic manner in which Manifesto organizes and accesses content means that all content has a Manifesto
default URL, which is the URL that will always allow Manifesto to access and render the content.
The first segment of a Module URL path, usually “mod/” is what we call a trigger word. This means that it has a
corresponding element in the routes array that specifies exactly how the rest of the URL should be parsed (segment 2
is the module, segment 3 is the function, etc).
Ultimately, however, the format of the Manifesto default URL is dependent upon entries in the routes.php file, but
Manifesto’s default handling of module content follows this format:
/mod/[*module_shortname*]/display/[*content objectid*]
Manifesto can automatically parse and render any such page request, as long as the module in question conforms to
Manifesto module standards.
If you wish to affect a broad change over how URLs are constructed for a particular module, the first way is to update
the Module’s URL path (which controls the beginning of all automatic URLs within that module). See the Developer
Guide for instructions on adding custom routes to the routes.php file.
Note: Bear in mind that some modules may automatically create custom URLs for content. The Template Pages
module, for example, attempts to mimic the page hierarchy by automatically generating custom URLs that prepend
the parent page’s URL path, so the resulting page URL shows the position of the page within the hierarchy, e.g.
“/page/grandparent/parent/child/index.php.” In such cases, where module’s control their own URL construction, they
still rely on the same custom URL interface that you will use manually. Consequently, you may see a fair number of
entries in the Custom URL listing, although you did not create them manually.

1.12 Troubleshooting
Random tips for diagnosing problems, and solutions to commonly-encountered issues.

1.12.1 Updated content not displaying on the front end
This is ususally a caching issue, and is usually quite easy to resolve: clear the cache.
Some background: web pages are rarely static documents being sent to your browser. Most of the time, they are
complex, dynamically-generated documents pieced together from a variety of data sources. This collection and aggregation routine is a lot of work, even for a machine. Caching is the act of storing already-generated results (HTML
snippets, database query results, other calculated output) so they can be used again without the expense of recalculation. The next time a request is made, the pre-generated output is served as-is, avoiding the need to perform all that
work again.
Your browser does this, usually on a very short term (which is why using the “Back” button works so quickly, without
needing to re-request the whole page from the server). Sometimes the browser shows you stale content because it still
has a stored copy. Different browsers have ways of requesting fresh content or emptying their cache, and quitting and
restarting your browser is a reliable way to clear the cache.
Similarly, the server stores copies of complex rendered files too, and sends those to avoid doing all the extra work to
recreate them. Of course, all of this caching of information generates a notion of “fresh” and “stale” content – you
want your pages to be served quickly (caching good!), but you don’t want to serve old content after you’ve updated it
(caching bad!).
Manifesto is designed to cache data (whole pages and partial pages) carefully, and to flush the cache whenever content
is updated, so as to always serve fresh content.

1.12. Troubleshooting
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There are occasionally situations, however, when the cache fails to be cleared automatically. In such cases, the solution
is usually to click the “Clear cached files” item from the Editor or Admin Consoles. This is always a safe operation,
as Manifesto will simply rebuild the cache as it needs to.

1.12.2 Blurry images
This is usually because the image is being displayed at a size larger than the source image (“upsampling”).
For example: a 250x250 image is being displayed at 500x500 because the CSS specifies width:100% within a
500px-wide column. The source image isn’t that large, so the browser automatically scales it to a larger size, at the
expense of its clarity – blurriness is inevitable when you upscale an image.
Fortunately, this can often be solved by selecting a larger size image to insert into your content. In the earlier example,
if you had selected “Thumbnail” size and found the images blurry , you could switch the size to the larger “Page
default,” and that instructs the server to use the larger image file as the source.
Unlike upsampling, downsampling will not damage the clarity of the image, so it is almost always better to choose a
larger size image. The drawback of the larger size is that it increases your page size and page load time, so be cautious
when selecting the appropriate image size.
Manifesto will, by default, create 3 image file versions:
1. Full-size (as it was uploaded)
2. Page default size (admin configuraable)
3. Thumbnail size (admin configurable)
So once you settle on a page design, you should try to set the “Page Default” and “Thumbnail” configuration setting
to sizes that are optimized for the display sizes in your layout.
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2

Developer Guide

2.1 Developer Guide
The following pages are for advanced users, and explain some of the inner working of Manifesto.

2.1.1 Quick start guide
1. Download Manifesto, and expand the archive. The resulting folder will be the root of your website.
2. You will need to have an empty database and a database user account already set up, or administrative permission
to create a new database.
3. In a web browser, navigate to http://{[}www.your-site.com{]}/install.php.
4. Complete the form to configure your site and the administrator user account.
5. Submit, paying attention to any error messages that may appear.
6. The following page should contain detailed information about the establishment of your site. There is copius
logging, and if an error is encountered it should be plainly indicated.
Once installed, you should be able to immediately use and manage the site, using the editorial administration interface
to generate content.
Top-level things to know:
• You should never need to edit or modify any files outside of the /site/ directory. The site directory contains
any modules you load specifically for your site, the composer.json file for loading third-party libraries, and
the /themes/ directory where your customizations will live.
• Your first course of action is likely to be either installing additional required modules, or cloning the default
theme to begin customization
• The URLs /admin/ and /editor/ are for managing the site configuration and content management, respectively.
• There are default, canonical routes for publicly accessing any module content, which follows this pattern:
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http://example.org/mod/{[}module_shortname{]}/{[}function{]}/{[}identifier{]}/index.php
and this structure is parsed into segments that help route the request to the proper module and controller. Most content
types, however, will allow you to construct completely custom URLs for any content, allowing URLs like
http://example.org/my-custom-content
but of course these requests must simply be looked up in the database, rather than being programatically determined by
the URL structure. (WordPress has the convenience of really only needing to lookup custom slugs in a single database
table, whereas Manifesto supports custom URLs for every possible content type.)
The “cheapest” way to create custom routes is to have at least one “trigger” segment in the URL that provides an
indicator of which module is providing the content. That allows us to skip the database lookup for custom URLs to
determine which page to display. Another benefit to this method is that it creates a sort of “whitelist” of URLs —
any request that doesn’t follow a particular, well-defined pattern is obviously an invalid request, and can be 404’d
immediately.
See the Routes section for more information.

2.1.2 Important Concepts in Manifesto
In order to have a better understanding of Manifesto’s architectural design principles and infrastructure, there are a
few points worth emphasizing.
Content
It is important to remember that, above all, Manifesto is designed for serving content more so than just pages. In this
sense, Manifesto fundamentally acts like an API, capable of managing, listing, and displaying structured data of any
sort.
It happens to have an excellent module for serving HTML-pages-as-content (you could host an entire site using only the
TemplatePages module), but it also works well for mailing list archives, or CD collections, or concert events, where
each of those content types is a first-class citizen of Manifesto, with its own database structure, access methods, and
view templates.
The PageController
Manifesto takes advantage of an supervisory object called the PageController (instantiated as the object $G).
The PageController acts as a storage repository for site preferences, current language, loaded modules, current user and
other information that is convenient to have readily stored for use in business logic and page rendering. Consequently,
you will frequently see:
global $G;
at the start of many of the built-in rendering functions like edit or display that will need to access related modules
and preferences that Manifesto needs to help with interoperability.
Routing
At a fundamental level, URLs in Manifesto identify unique views by specifying the following information:
• A module that provides the content (stored as $G->req_module)
• A specific ID for the content (stored as $G->req_id)
• A specific action to take (edit, display, delete, update, etc, stored as $G->req_function)
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• A specific content type (more common on the backend, stored as $G->req_class)
Routes – the mapping between URL structure and handling the page request – are configured in sites/routes.
php. They function, basically, by converting segments of the URL to those pieces of information. Custom URLs work
by assigning default values to some of those variables.
For example, the default URL structure:
/mod/dated_posts/display/12/index.php

provides the module, function, and ID (the content type, “Dated Post” is the only one available for that module, so it
is implied). You could create a custom route in routes.php that makes:
/news/12/index.php

pull up the same content, by specifying that any URL starting with “news” automatically assigns “dated_posts” as the
module, “Dated Posts” as the class, and “display” as the function. It still uses the “12” segment of the URL to identify
the ID.
To continue the example, since the Dated Posts module supports the “shortname” property, you may also use the
structure:
/news/my-news-title

to represent the content, where “my-news-title” is the shortname property for Dated Post #12. Properly designed
modules understand that if a numeric ID is represented in a URL segment, it should be looked up in the database by
comparing it to the “objectid” column in the database, but if a text string is used in the URL, it should be compared
against the “shortname” column in the database.
Controllers
Every module provides its own controller script, named “controller.inc.” Manifesto, however, includes a unique step
between the route and the controller in the form of a script called module_prep.inc. Some interesting things
happen in module_prep.inc:
• Manifesto checks to confirm that the current user has “read” access to the current module
• Any request for a unique piece of content will require looking up the content in the database, so Manifesto
attempts to retrieve the content and stores the result in $G->contentobj. This saves developers the trouble
of having to repeat the process of retrieving the content for every method handled by the controller.
• If the request is an AJAX request, module_prep.inc next loads the controller, which is expected to output a
standard JSON reponse and exit.
• If the request is a standard page request, Manifesto next loads the page layout template (which itself is expected
to load the controller file). The idea here is that many or all of the handlers in the controller are going to be
rendered within the structure of that template, so we might as well start now.
The nice thing about Manifesto, though, is that all of this behavior is plainly visible in the code, so creating your own
module that deviates from this pattern is easily achieved if necessary.
Loading javascript
Manifesto buffers its javascript output before rendering it to the screen, and this allows it to load and order elements
like javascript at any point during the execution of the request. If you use:
$G->add_script('my-custom-javascript', G_URL.'site/themes/my-theme/custom.js');
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from anywhere in your script prior to loading the page layout template, your script will be output when the
PageController::output_scripts() call is made in the template, usually at the bottom of the page_layout
templates.

2.1.3 Setting up a custom theme
Almost immediately after installation, you will want to override the default theme. There is currently no mechanism to
“import” a theme, and there is no current ecosystem for themes, so you will most likely be cloning the default theme
for your site.
Log into the Administrative interface for your site, and click “Themes” in the left-hand navigation. A new subsection
will slide down, with “Manage. . . ” as the first item. Click it.
The subsequent page will display some basic information about the default theme, and at the bottom you will see a
button: Create a clone of this theme.
Click the button, and fill out the form, giving your theme a new name, and indicating which files and directories you
wish to copy over to the new theme.
You do not have to copy anything by default, but in general you probably want to copy
/layout_templates/ The outer HTML structure of all of your pages
global page_head include file The main file that loads CSS and javascript into the page head
global pagebanner.inc include file The template included as the page header (logo, site title, etc)
global footer.inc include file The footer included on every default page template
The _site_settings.scss and site.scss SASS files are automatically copied to the new theme, but you can
indicate if you want the (empty to begin with) site.css file to be copied over as well.
The manifesto.css and administration.css files should only be modified by an experienced Manifesto
developer, as you could severely affect the backend interface.
If you want to immediately have the new theme applied to your site, check the box to Activate.
After submitting the form, you will be shown a confirmation page with a few more pieces of information. Submit that
form, and you’re all set with your new theme.

2.1.4 The template hierarchy
Bear in mind that every file in the default theme acts as a fallback for any file in your custom theme. If you have not
customized a particular template, it will use the default template.
This applies to page layout templates, view templates, CSS files, and javascript files. You only override the files you
want to change.
At the same time, you can override virtually any file and customize it to your needs. This is true of all the files in the
default theme, but also applies to files in the Core and Base suites of modules.
You may use the Admin/Themes interface to copy over, edit, or delete files in your theme (and get a visual indication
of which files are default, overridden, and new). But you may also simply copy files over manually in the filesystem
to override them.
When debugging is enabled, the Includes files listing can be critical in identifying which files are being loaded
into the construction of your page.
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2.1.5 Flow
Understanding how a web page request works its way through Manifesto is essential to being able to troubleshoot
problems when they inevitably occur.
Most important to remember is that Manifesto routes requests based on 3 major variables:
• $G->req_module: The primary module responsible for handling the request
• $G->req_function: The function to execute in that module (‘display’,’edit’,’list’,’add_to_cart’,etc). This may be
empty, in which case a default handler is executed
• $G->req_id: The specific content ID being requested (optional)
While there are many points in the code for modules to insinuate themselves into the response, the basic flow of
execution is as follows:
For the home page
1. Load index.php
1. Include site/routes.php to load routes
2. Include prep.inc to initialize Manifesto
3. Determine which module governs the home page (“Homepage module” in the Site Prefs)
4. Load [theme]/page_layouts/home.tmpl.php
2. Depending on the layout of the home page template, load files attached to location events in the template
1. Load any files attached to the “page_homepage” event (this is the main home page content)
3. Load footer.tmpl.php
4. Output queued javascript
5. Output debugging, if enabled
For most other pages
1. Load index.php
1. Include site/routes.php to load routes
2. Include prep.inc to initialize Manifesto
3. Determine which module should handle the request
2. Load [module]/module_prep.inc to check permissions and initialize the module
3. If this is an AJAX request (no UI to display), load [module]/controller.php
1. One of the handlers in controller.php should respond and exit
4. If not an AJAX request, load [theme]/page_layouts/module.tmpl.php
1. Modules are permitted to override this template with [module].tmpl.php, so you may create your own
module-specific layouts
5. Depending on the layout of the module template, load files attached to location events in the template
6. Load [module]/controller.inc
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1. One of the handlers in the controller, based on the $G->req_function being called determines the next
include.
2. If no function is specific, we execute the default fork of the controller, which usually loads [module]/includes/[module]_home.inc
In general, the “Show Included Files” section of the debugging output will show you all of the files being included
during page execution. Most of them are simply loading class files, but if you find the first entry that includes a file
from “/page_layouts/,” you can usually trace the inclusion of files beyond that point to get an idea of where code is
being executed.

2.1.6 Modularity and Regimentation
When we say that Manifesto is a modular CMS, we mean something more than “it has plugins.” Manifesto is both
modular and rigidly structured, which allows its modules themselves to be modular, designed to interoperate with
other modules as seamlessly as they might work with the core.
For example, while Manifesto is perfectly capable of executing a complete SQL query (simply written out as a string),
it virtually always builds a complete SQL query using Oracle objects, composed of discrete units (select fields, where
clause, order by, etc) concatenated together before being executed. Why does it use so much extra overhead to do
things that way?
The answer is to ensure modularity. Building a database query in steps provides an architecture for other modules
to inject their own code into the query (with permission, of course), and this opens endless possibilities for module
development. We can, for example, create a “restricted access” module than allows you to set special permissions on
ANY piece of content on the site – whether it be a page, a user profile, or an MP3 download. The module wouldn’t care
– it would simply inject some SQL into every (relevant) query that would simply exclude results if the permissions
were not right. Similarly, we could create a module that would lookup metadata for every single row of a set of
database results.
Of course, this comes at the cost of a certain simplicity for database queries; we want to avoid executing raw SQL in
most circumstances, since it would bypass many of the hooks that make Manifesto modular and flexible.

2.1.7 Manifesto Directory Structure
This guide merely provides an overview of the files and directories to be found in Manifesto website installation.
At the root level, there are only 4 significant PHP files:
_media_browser.php
The popup window for media selection used by the editor
_link_browser.php
The popup window for link creation used by the editor
index.php
The default script page

The first two provide popup windows for Manifesto’s WYSIWYG editor. The index.php page receives and parses all
page requests, and includes the appropriate templates needed to respond to the request. It contains no actual HTML
markup, all of which belongs in the page_layout and other templates.
Additional files:
.htaccess
The default .htacces file, similar to the one used by WordPress, etc.
prep.inc
This is the initialization script the prepares the environment, parses the request
˓→URL, etc.
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

robots.txt
The standard robots.txt text, specify which files robots may access

Directories:
docs
The junk drawer directory, containing notes, license, documenation, etc
images
Storage for site-wide, core image elements (deprecated)
locale
Storage for locale-specific translation files (deprecated)
mods
Core and Base modules live in here. Described in more detail below.
site
All implementation-specific files go in here. The /site/ directory may contain
˓→its own /mods/ directory, containing modules specific to this site, and may have
˓→one or more alternate *Themes*, allowing limitless overrides of any of the
˓→templates available on the site.

In theory, you should never modify any files outside of the /site/ directory, because all of those files belong to the core
Manifesto package, and may be overwritten the next time the software is upgraded.
Each module is a directory containing one or more sub-directories that house all the classes, templates, and addtional
files to provide the module’s functionality.
Module Directory:
module_prep.inc
This file handles additonal preparation specific to the module, which occurs
˓→before any modular templates have been loaded
controller.inc
This acts like a module-specific controller file, routing page requests based on
˓→function to the appropriate templates and scripts
admin_includes/
Scripts used for functionality in the Site Management interface
classes/
Directory containing Class definition files
cronjobs/
Contains any moudle-specific scripts run on a schedule
editor_includes/
Scripts used for functionality in the Editorial interface
js/
Contains any moudle-specific javascripts to be attached to views
includes/
All related templates and random function files
styles/
Module-specific CSS files

2.1.8 Defining Routes
Manifesto, like many other frameworks, uses a single front controller to route page requests to the appropriate scripts
for processing. It uses an .htaccess file to instruct Apache to send all page requests to the default index.php page, and
the index page immediately loads the aptly-named “routes.php” file.
In order to process pages, Manifesto requires a minimal amount of information:
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1. Request handler: This is one of restricted, module, or ajax. The first indicates that the request is
for a password-protected area, like the administrative backend. The second, module, is the most common,
indicating that the request is a standard URL to be fulfilled by a Manifesto module, and rendered in the browser.
The ajax handler expects to fulfill page requests by returning JSON, XML, or other fragmentary data, without
rendering full page views.
2. Request module: The module which handles fulfillment of the primary content being requested on the page.
Even an aggregate page like the home page is governed by a particular module.
3. Request function: The function or method to be performed. The controller uses this information to know how
to handle the request. If empty, some default behavior is usually indicated (like “list all entries, paginated”).
4. Request identifier: This is a unique identifier that allows Manifesto to retrieve a particular content object from
the database.
The routes.php file is designed to parse the page URL request into segments, and to assign those segments to the
variables described above.
The first segment after the domain name is called the trigger. The routes file allows you to specify an array (one per
trigger) that indicates how the remaining segments should be mapped to variables. For example, given the URL
http://www.example.org/media/landscapes/display/ocean-view-with-sunset/index.php
The segment “media” is the trigger, and we would create a route map element that looks like this:
$routes['media'] = array(
'handler'=>'module',
'module'=>'media',
'category'=>seg(0),
'function'=>seg(1),
'id'=>seg(2)
);

And after being processed, we now have
$G->handler = 'module';
$G->req_module = 'media';
$G->category->shortname = 'landscapes';
$G->req_function = 'display';
$G->req_id = 'ocean-view-with-sunset';

With that, the index.php page now has the information it needs to route the page to the appropriate module controller.
The index page then loads prep.inc, which handles all the initial site configuration, loading modules, authentication,
category setup, theme and stylesheet information, etc.
At this point, Manifesto either loads one of the backend templates (if $handler == ‘restricted’), the home page template
(if $module == “”), or passes control to one of the modules, whose module_prep.inc file will determine which
template to load.
You’ll note that the index.php page contains no HTML markup. No output occurs until we have loaded one of the
page_layout templates. In fact, AJAX requests are proceseed without even loading a page_layout template, since they
are usually handled by returning a JSON string directly from the controller file, API/REST style.
Creating a custom route
If you want to create systematic shortcut URLs (rather than one-off custom URLs), you can achieve this with a custom
route. For example, imagine that your website has a categorized staff directory, so that filtered views adapt a URL
something like
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/mod/staff/listing/index.php?category=board-of-directors

You would like a shorter solution that works with any category, so you create a route like:
$routes['s'] = array(
'handler'=>'module',
'module'=>'staff',
'function'=>'listing',
'category'=>seg(0)
);

. . . and that will allow you to use the much shorter
/s/board-of-directors

to reach the same page. You are basically telling Manifesto that, if the trigger is s, then treat the next segment of the
URL as the category, and assert that this is for the Staff module(module=>'staff') and that you want to call the
listing handler (function='listing') in the controller.
You may notice that that was a very specific use-case. Because we hard-coded “listing” as the function being requested,
that means that we cannot use a URL like
/s/a-different-function/board-of-directors

because we have very specifically redefined the meaning of each segment of the URL, and none of the segments are
configured to define the function.
If you want to use your custom route for all the functionality of a module, you can.
Say you have a Manifesto website with a shopping cart, and the default URL for all shopping cart pages starts with
/mod/shopping_cart/

but you would rather have a cleaner look, like
/store/

You could modify the “URL Path” property of the Module definition, but you would also have to create a custom route
that would be able to parse these new URLs. It would look something like this:
$routes['store'] = array(
'handler'=>'module',
'module'=>'shopping_cart',
'function'=>seg(0),
'id'=>seg(1),
'xparam1'=>seg(2),
'xparam2'=>seg(3),
);

By using a relatively generic route definition like this, it ensures that all of the functionality that worked with
/mod/shopping_cart/

will now work with
/store/

instead.
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The Category
For the sake of convenience, because it is frequently used as a content filtering tool, Manifesto is set up to store a
single category as the “current” category for the page, so it is easily included in database queries.
If $G->route[‘category’] is defined (using a valid category shortname), or if $_REQUEST[‘category’] is a valid
category shortname, Manifesto will lookup the corresponding category and assign it to $G->category. At that point,
you can easily add a category-based filer to your database queries by simply calling:
$oracle->filter_by_category($G->category);

The great advantage here, of course, is that our new query filter understands category hierarchy, so we filter not only
on the current category, but also any of its descendent categories as well.
The default $G->category->shortname is “all,” so you may use that to confirm whether or not a non-default category
has been set.

2.1.9 Models and the Object class
Functionality that involves custom data structures is implemented with models, usually based on the ManifestoObject
class.
The ManifestoObject class provides a small number of properties that are common to all content in Manifesto, like
unique ID numbers, creation and modification dates, and the deleted flag (which governs whether or not content
is visible to the public). It also provides a number of base methods for editing, updating, saving, and deleting the
content.

2.1.10 Page Templates
Manifesto renders HTML pages by employing a consistent series of templates, each of which may be overridden by
the developer.
Like many CMS frameworks, the index.php is used strictly for receiving and routing requests, and contains no HTML
markup.
The page layout templates contain the outermost structure of a rendered page, consisting of the html, head, and
body tags (both open and closed), as well as any column-based structure interior to the page.
Within that template, event calls are executed in various places to acquire the content that will fill in the page. Most
of those event calls result in more specific view templates becoming embedded in the page template, e.g. within
the <head> section, the page_head event is called to include scripts, css, and other head elements, while the
module_prep.inc file belonging to the current module is included to further process the request. See the Workflow
document for more information on the sequence of includes that is typically executed during a page request.
A default installation of Manifesto includes the following templates:
admin.tmpl.php The default template for /admin/ pages. Typically not user-modified, as it includes a fair amount of
routing logic.
disabled.tmpl.php The “Maintenance Mode” template, for when the site has been temporarily disabled.
editor.tmpl.php The default template for /admin/ pages. Typically not user-modified, as it includes a fair amount of
routing logic.
error401.tmpl.php The default “Not authorized” error page
error403.tmpl.php The default “Forbidden” error page
error500.tmpl.php The default “Internal server error” error page
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exception.tmpl.php Manifesto’s built-in exception renderer. When logged-in, this page provides a stack trace and
other useful debugging information.
home.tmpl.php The default home page template. It contains a few event calls that are unique to the home page, but
otherwise may be fully customized.
login.tmpl.php A bare-bones template for rendering nothing but a login form.
module.tmpl.php The default template for all module content, unless overridden by a module-specific template.
The template can handle every permutation of a three-column layout, based on the toggleable setting for each
module.
print.tmpl.php The template invoked when a page is printed. This allows for heavy customization that may be easier
to accomplish by modifying a template rather than customizing a print-based stylsheet.
template_pages.tmpl.php By default, this template is identical to module.tmpl.php, but is included to demonstrate
how a module can easily override the default template for all of its content.
Also, the body element of each template is tagged with a class that indicates what page layout template is in use (e.g.
l-module for module.tmpl.php), and the element is also tagged with a class indicating what module is currently
active, e.g. mod-dated_posts for the Dated Posts module.

2.1.11 View Templates
Beyond the structured page layout templates, content is rendered within those template by including one more view
templates populated by database content belonging to one or more installed modules.
One of the nice things about Manifesto is that, once you understand where to look, virtually all output can be redesigned, retemplated, and reorganized by overriding the template. This is as true for third-party modules as it is for
built-in functionality, making Manifesto incredibly easy to customize from a design perspective.
Manifesto does not rely upon an external templating language, but its object-oriented content structure and clean
template design makes it easy to work with, even for non-programmers.
A properly-designed Manifesto module contains a number of common view templates, which are usually invoked by
the built-in CRUD methods common to all Manifesto content objects:
• a listing page for displaying all available content
• a standard display template for rendering the output
• often a “brief” display template for rendering brief teaser copy
• an editorial listing page for accessing content for editing
• an editing template for every content type
A module may also contain templates for custom blocks, like a sidebar block for the Dated Posts module that displays
the 3 most recent posts, or a block belonging to the Accounts module that contains a quick login form. These widgetlike templates are usually embedded on a page by attaching them to one of the location events, like page_leftbar
invoked by the module.tmpl.php template to add content to the left-hand sidebar.
Every template can be overridden by a theme. If you don’t like the way a module has organized its editing template,
you can re-arrange it. If you want to add a custom photo section to the bottom of every Dated Post section, just copy
the template to your theme, modify it, and it will automatically be called to replace the default template.
Many of the smaller, widget-like module templates contain both business logic as well as output markup, so each one
of them is a self-contained database query + output template. This is a great way to familiarize yourself with building
Manifesto queries and handling the output, and that skill will benefit you anywhere that you work in Manifesto. They
often follow a pretty common format, e.g.
• Create a database query object (a descendent of the Oracle class)
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• Execute the query
• Loop over the results and output some content for each iteration
Sometimes there is also code for caching the results and avoiding future database queries, but that is to be covered
elsewhere, in a more detailed discussion of content blocks.

2.1.12 Controllers
Controllers in Manifesto handle second-level routing of requests. While the initial routes.php file parses the
request and passes it to the proper module for handling, the module’s controller handles the specifics of executing the
proper actual.
Manifesto’s controller is actually split between two files, the module_prep.inc file, and controller.inc.
The module_prep.inc file handles a few of the preliminary functions to prepare the request:
• Check the user’s permissions to view content from the current module
– Send a 401 if permission fails
• If an ID has been passed in, attempt to retrieve the unique content into $G->contentobj
• If this is a standard (non-AJAX) request, load the page layout template
– The actual controller file will be called from within the layout template
• If this is an AJAX request, load the controller immediately, skipping the layout
The controller file is actually a procedural script, rather than a Controller object with multiple methods to execute. In
Manifesto, a controller file simply provides a switch/case statement where each case handles the requested function.
At a minimum, the controller file should handle at least two situations:
• display: When a specific ID has been requested, and Manifesto should deliver the display output of the requested
content.
• default/listing: If no specific function has been requested, the standard behavior is to query the database for all
content within the current module, and generate a Listing that can be iterated over to produce a brief overview
of the available content.
So:
/mod/accounts/3/display/index.php

will display the output template for the User whose ID is 3 (assuming such a user exists)
while:
/mod/accounts/index.php

will display a list of all current users (usually paginated for efficiency).

2.1.13 Database Queries
Retrieving Data: get_record()
The get_record() method of the Oracle class has three possible response values:
• false, with error_flag=1 means an error was returned and is stored in the “error” property of the Oracle
• false, with error_flag=0 means the query was executed successfully, but returned no results
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• true which means that the Oracle’s “response_array” and/or “object_array” properties will contain the results
The format of the result array is dependent upon the get_record() call. Manifesto always takes the results from the
query, and stores each row as an associative array in the response_array property. Using this method, you can
loop through the response_array an output the data, e.g.
foreach($oracle->response_array as $i=>$row) {
echo 'Row '.$i.' is a user with the lastname '.$row['lastname'];
}

The advantage to object-oriented programming in this context is that you are able to work with actual objects, not
just associative arrays. For this reason, the parent Oracle class in Manifesto defines a method called make_objects()
that loops through the standard database results ($response_array) and builds content objects for each row. It uses the
“ref_class” property of the Oracle to determine what sort of objects to instantiate. The resulting objects are stored in
the object_array property of the Oracle. So, to revisit our example, you could also do
foreach($oracle->object_array as $i=>$obj) {
echo 'Row '.$i.' is a user with the lastname '.$obj->lastname;
}

Since you have full objects at your disposal, you can leverage the full power of the object, such as echoing
$obj->get_fullname() or $obj->display_addresses().
Populating the object_array property is standard procedure for Oracle clases, so if you want to avoid creating the
object_array, you must call get_record(false). This optional parameter indicates that Manifesto should not attempt to
call the make_objects() method for the results. This can be useful for landing pages, where your intention is to display
a list of only one or two properties (like title and author), and you don’t need to query the database for every field in
the table when you will only be displaying a handful of fields.
Shortcuts
There are few handy shortcuts in the Oracle class for frequently-used queries. Since every object in Manifesto has a
unique ID (called “objectid”) within its own database table, there is a shortcut for accessing a single, unique object
from the database, by calling the “get_unique()” method of the appropriate Oracle class and passing the objectid of
the object you are requesting. This method either returns boolean FALSE, or the object you requested, e.g.
$oracle = new MediaOracle();
$object = $oracle->get_unique(14);

If you need to perform a similar query, but on a field other than the objectid field, you can use an additional parameter
to specify the field to search on, e.g.
$oracle = new MediaOracle();
$object = $oracle->get_unique('My First Picture','title');

While Manifesto is largely designed to identify unique records based on ID numbers, this extended functionality
accomodates the uses of longer, text-based identifiers frequently seen in blog entries and other search-engine-optimized
URLS like:
http://www.example.com/blog/my-long-blog-title-about-whatever

Manifesto throws an exception if a get_unique query fails (since a request for an explicit piece of content is expected
to succeed), so a failed query will usually redirect the user to a 404 page. If you wish to catch the exception and handle
it differently, simply wrap your query in a try. . . catch statement:
try { $oracle = new MediaOracle(); $object = $oracle->get_unique($some_id);
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} catch(ResourceNotFoundException $e) { error_log(‘I tried to find Media ‘.$some_id.’ but it was not there’); //
Continue without the media, or maybe replace it with some fallback image?
}
What about updates?
Most database updates and inserts in Manifesto occur for a single row in the database at a time, corresponding to the
properties of a Manifesto content object.
Objects in Manifesto are capable of saving themselves to the database, so you rarely need to execute manual updates
of the database. Most of the time, you simply populate the properties of an object using the standard setters, e.g.:
$object->set_title('My title');
$object->set_body('<p>This is the body of my content.</p>');

and then save the entire object to the database by calling:
$object->set_record();

All the complexity is handled internally by Manifesto, so you don’t need to worry about it.
In cases where you do want control over the update process, there is a “set_clause” property of Oracle objects that acts
much like the “where_clause” property, and there is an “update()” method that handles the rest of the procedure. For
example:
$oracle = new MediaOracle();
$oracle->set_set_clause("mime_type = 'application'");
$oracle->set_where_clause("mime_type = 'x-application'");
$oracle->update();

This would produce a query like
UPDATE media SET mime_type = 'application' WHERE mime_type = 'x-application';

BUT I WANT TO DO ANYTHING I WANT!
Fine. You can do that too. If you want to build your own SQL query, you can simply do so:
$oracle = new Oracle();
$oracle->send_raw_sql("DELETE FROM any_table WHERE baz >= 23");

And voilà, it is done.
Table Joins and Complex Conditions
All this simple Active Record-style access is nice, but sometimes you need to perform substantially more complex
queries, with table joins. The procedure is much the same as in the basic queries. Whenever you are dealing with
queries that involve more than one table, it is a good idea to get in the habit of using full table notation for field
names, e.g. “users.firstname” instead of “firstname”. This can avoid substantial confusion when joined tables contain
identically-named fields.
The set_tablename() method defines the primary table for the query (the significance of being “primary” comes into
play when generating objects from the result array).
If you want to perform simple cross-joins, the add_tablename() method will append one or more databases to the
query. Any time you employ additional tables you will also want to include a “where” clause that restricts the results
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to the appropriate matching rows in the secondary table. So, for example, you could get a list of users AND their
preferences with something like this:
$oracle = new UserOracle(); // sets the master tablename to "users" in the constructor
$oracle->add_tablename('user_prefs');
$oracle->set_selectfields('users.*,user_prefs.preference,user_prefs.value');
// We could have done $oracle->add_selectfields('user_prefs.preference,user_prefs.
˓→value'); too
$oracle->set_where_clause('users_prefs.user_id = users.objectid');
$oracle->get_record(false);
$results = $oracle->response_array;

The raw SQL query generated by the code above would be:
SELECT users.*, user_prefs.preference, user_prefs.value
FROM users JOIN user_prefs
WHERE user_prefs.user_id = users.objectid

and you would receive an array of results. However, the number of results would NOT correspond to the number of
users. It would equal
number of users * number of preferences for each user
So you would have, for example,
ID
12
12
12
15
15

First
John
John
John
Susan
Susan

Last
Doe
Doe
Doe
Smith
Smith

Pref
last_login
user_type
eyes
last_login
user_type

Value
01/01/09
Editor
Blue
12/31/08
User

Left Joins
If you’re very familiar with SQL, you would realize that the query above would return no results for a user if the user
had NO preferences set. You would not even see their ID, first, or last name. To get results back from a JOIN that
includes records with no rows in the joined table, you need to use a LEFT JOIN. A left join basically says “give me
results for ALL users no matter what, and if they have no preferences, return NULL in the corresponding fields.”
The query above, rewritten as a left join, would look like this:
$oracle = new UserOracle();
$oracle->set_selectfields('users.*,user_prefs.preference,user_prefs.value');
$oracle->set_left_join('user_prefs ON users_prefs.user_id = users.objectid');
$oracle->get_record(false);
$results = $oracle->response_array;

and the results might look like this:
ID
12
12
12
15
15
16
2.1. Developer Guide

First
John
John
John
Susan
Susan
Bob

Last
Doe
Doe
Doe
Smith
Smith
Barker

Pref
last_login
user_type
eyes
last_login
user_type
NULL

Value
01/01/09
Editor
Blue
12/31/08
User
NULL
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because the user whose ID is 16 has no preferences set in the user_prefs table.
Ganging Results
The multiple-rows-per-person format can be somewhat inconvenient to work with when you are iterating over the
results and hope to have each iteration correspond to a single person.
To handle situations like this, the generic Oracle class includes a “gangby” property. If you set
$oracle->set_gangby('objectid');

Then the results are returned to you as an array of arrays – the outermost array corresponds to a single ID number (and
therefore to a single person), and its contents are an array, each element of which is one of the rows corresponding to
that user.
So to iterate through your results, you could do this:
foreach($results as $id=>$array) {
$firstname = $array[0]['first'];
$lastname = $array[0]['last'];
echo $id.': '.$firstname.' '.$lastname.'<br />';
foreach($array as $pref_array) {
echo '&nbsp;'.$pref_aray['pref'].' = '.$pref_array['value'].'<br />';
}
echo '<br />';
}

And you would print:
12: John Doe
last_login = 01/01/09
user_type = Editor
eyes = Blue
15: Susan Smith
last_login = 12/31/08
user_type = User

Manifesto currently works only with MySQL databases. There is a Connection class that handles the most rudimentary
aspects of connecting to the database, and you should be able to use Manifesto for most activities without ever having
to establishing a database connection manually.
The Oracle class (as in “ask the Oracle at Delphi”, not the database company) is the parent of all database-querying
classes. The properties of the Oracle class correspond largely to the various components of a database query. The most
significant properties are:
• tablename
• selectfields
• where_clause
• set_clause
• orderby
• groupby
• limit_count
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• limit_start
• object_class
So you can construct a query on any table as follows:
$oracle = new Oracle;
$oracle->set_tablename('mytable');
$oracle->set_selectfields('mytable.*');
$oracle->set_where_clause('objectid > 256');
$oracle->set_limit_count(10);
$oracle->set_orderby('lastname');
$oracle->get_record(); // see below for more information on this method

And this will construct a query that looks like
SELECT mytable.* FROM mytable WHERE objectid > 256 LIMIT 10 ORDER BY lastname;
That would be the long way. Most classes are built with their own Oracle class that extends the parent Oracle, so, for
example, a “MediaOracle” might include a constructor method that sets reasonable defaults, e.g.
function MediaOracle() {
$this->set_tablename('media');
$this->set_selectfields('media.*');
$this->set_orderby('created_datetime DESC');
}

So that you can use it more efficiently for your own queries, like
$oracle = new MediaOracle();
$oracle->set_where_clause("mime_type = 'image'")->get_record();

Building the query programmatically
One of the benefits to this long-hand way to build database queries is that it accommodates the modular nature of
Manifesto. One module can be configured to programmatically modify the database queries generated by another
module (when granted the proper permissions), so there must be a modular query-building structure that allows for
that level of cooperation.
Generally speaking, you’ll always start with an Oracle object, traditionally named $oracle:
``Ex: $oracle = new Oracle();``

set_module
Sets the name of the module responsible for this query. Used largely for auditing and tracking purposes.
Ex:

$oracle->set_module('accounts');

set_tablename
This method sets the primary database table to be queried. If a query will join multiple tables, this method should
be used to set the first table, and add_tablename should be used for the rest. This method designates the initial
table as the $master table as well, and that is used by some common join queries (e.g. hash_category joins) to
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know which table’s objectid to join on. This method is destructive in that subsequent calls will overwrite the initial
fields.
Ex:

$oracle->set_tablename('users');

add_tablename
This method adds a table to the initial query. It is generally used in conjunction with a modification to the SELECT
clause and/or to the WHERE clause (otherwise, why are you joining the table?). This method is non-destructive and
additive in that subsequent calls will append to the existing query.
Ex:

$oracle->add_tablename('user_address');

set_selectfields
This method sets the initial SELECT part of the query (minus the word select), listing the fields you wish to retrieve
from the query. Because Manifesto is modular, it is often possible for other modules to add tablenames and select fields
to the initial query, so it is standard practice to include full table.fieldname references in the SELECT section
to avoid name collisions. This method is destructive in that subsequent calls will overwrite the initial fields.
Ex:

$oracle->set_selectfields('users.*,user_address.label');

add_selectfields
This method adds one or more fields to the SELECT portion of a query. It must be used in conjunction with
add_tablename because you must be joining the table from which you are selecting the fields. This method is
non-destructive and additive in that subsequent calls will append to the existing query.
Ex:

$oracle->add_selectfields('user_address.city,user_address.state');

set_where_clause
This method establishes the conditions for the query in the WHERE clause. This method is always additive in that
calls will always append to the existing query. The most basic example is to pass in a simple comparitive statement
like "objectid = 23". While multiple calls to this method may be chained together, you may also directly pass
in more complex statements like "objectid = 23 AND (post_date > '2018-01-01' OR status =
'New')". See more examples below.
Ex:

$oracle->set_where_clause("'users.status = 'Active'");

or
Ex: $oracle->set_where_clause("objectid = 23 AND (post_date > '2018-01-01' OR
status = 'New'))"
prepend_where_clause
This behaves almost exactly like set_where_clause, but it is inserted at the beginning of the WHERE clause during
execution. Normally, this shouldn’t be necessary, but it can be used to help manually optimize queries by adjusting
the priority of the conditions.
Ex:
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set_having_clause
This sets the HAVING portion of a query. This method is destructive in that subsequent calls will overwrite the initial
fields.
Ex:

$oracle->set_having_clause('depth > 1');

set_join
This method allows you to pass in an entire straight join statement in a single call.
$oracle->set_join('hash_categories ON (hash_categories.reference_id =
othertable.objectid)');
This method is always additive in that calls will always append to the existing query.
set_left_join
This method allows you to pass in an entire left join statement in a single call.
$oracle->set_left_join("hash_categories ON (hash_categories.reference_id =
othertable.objectid AND hash_categories.reference_class = 'Book')");
This method is always additive in that calls will always append to the existing query.
set_right_join
This method allows you to pass in an entire right join statement in a single call.
$oracle->set_right_join('hash_categories ON (hash_categories.reference_id =
othertable.objectid)');
This method is always additive in that calls will always append to the existing query.
set_union
This method allows you to pass in a whole other Oracle object to join the two combined queries with a UNION
statement.e.g.:
$oracle = new CategoryOracle();
$oracle->set_where_clause('deleted = 0');
$oracle2 = new CustomCategoryOracle();
$oracle2->set_where_clause('deleted = 0');
$oracle->set_union($oracle2);
$oracle->get_record();

The results will be the union of all the non-deleted Category responses with all of the non-deleted CustomCategory
responses.
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get_count
After the query parameters are all set on the Oracle, get_count() executes a modified version of your query
without limit_count to get a total count of all possible responses before limiting your query results. This allows for
Manifesto to properly calculate the pagination of results, but it is also useful to avoid the expense of a more complicated
database query that may not return any results.
It returns the total count of results, and stores this result in $oracle->total_count.
Ex:

$total = $oracle->get_count();

get_record
This is the final call to build the query and execute the database request. By default, this method executes the query,
loops through theh results, and _instantiates some instance of a ManifestoObject for each result in the database,_
as designated by the object_class of the Oracle. If you wish to access the results of the query as an array of
associative arrays instead, simply pass false as the only parameter to this method.
Note: This method does not return the result array.
It sets the response_count, total_count,
response_array, and object_array properties of the Oracle, which may then be accessed later. This method
returns the Oracle object itself, so it may be chained together with other methods.
‘‘Ex: $oracle->get_record(); // to return an array of objects ‘‘
or
Ex: $oracle->get_record(false); // to return an array of associative arrays,
one per row`

2.1.14 About Hydration
Hydration is the term Manifesto uses to describe the process of pre-populating complex object properties (the kind
that don’t correspond to a simple Active Record-style database column). Here’s an example:
Let’s say we have a News object, and in addition to some basic properties like “Title” and “Body Copy,” it can have
one or more categories assigned to it, and it can have one or more associated images. These associated properties
aren’t stored in the basic “news” table in the database; they are stored in several other tables, and their association with
the News object is the result of standard relational database associations.
At a basic level we can start with a plain News object number 34:
$oracle = new NewsOracle();
$news_object = $oracle->get_unique(34);

// SELECT news.* FROM news where objectid = 34;
That’s one database query to retrieve the News data.
Then, to get the categories that it falls under, we might do something like:
$news_object->get_categories();

// SELECT hash_categories.* FROM hash_categories WHERE ref_class = “News” and ref_id = 34
And that would execute another database query to retrieve a list of categories.
Then, to find associated media, we might do something like:
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$news_object->get_media_array();

// SELECT hash_media.* FROM hash_media WHERE ref_class = “News” and ref_id = 34
And that would execute another database query to retrieve a list of associated media.
We might also need to check access permissions or something too:
$new_object->get_permissions();

// SELECT workflow_access.* FROM workflow_access WHERE ref_class = “News” and ref_id = 34
You can see that, as we add more complex properties and relationships, it is easy to create the need for numerous
database queries in order to fully form the content object we need.
If you are familiar with the difference between the Recursive List and a Modified Preorder Tree Traversal methods for
dealing with hierarchical information, the process of hydration is a similar method of improving query efficiency.
Smarter queries
The more efficient way to handle this situation is to execute one database query that gathers all the information you
need.
If you carefully create a query with appropriate table joins, you can retrieve a whole slew of information as the result
of a single request.
So, a more complex query like:
SELECT news.*,hash_categories.*,hash_media.*,workflow_access.* FROM news LEFT JOIN hash_categories
ON (hash_categories.ref_id = news.objectid AND hash_categories.ref_class = “News”) LEFT JOIN hash_media
ON (hash_media.ref_id = news.objectid AND hash_media.ref_class = “News”) LEFT JOIN workflow_access
ON workflow_access.ref_id = news.objectid AND workflow_access.ref_class = “News”)
WHERE news.objectid = 34
will return a series of records, which overall contain all the information we need to populate the News item fully (with
categories, media, and approval access).
The problem, of course, is that while
$news_object = $oracle->get_unique(34);

returns a single database row, corresponding to a News object, our very complex query with table joins will return
multiple rows based on how many relationships we have in our join tables.
Manifesto understands this, though, and knows how to loop through the data results and consolidate the multiple
tables in a post-query processing routine known as hydration.
So when we get records back like (roughly):
News item 34, category: Science News item 34, category: Astronomy New items 34, category: Europe New items 34,
media: Picture of Square Kilometre Array New items 34, media: Picture of Steven Hawking New items 34, access:
Publisher
Manifesto understands this, and converts it to a single News object, like so:
News item 34 {
headline: Deep Space is Neat! body: blah blah blah space blah quasar, blah
categories: [Science, Astronomy, Europe] media_array: [Picture of Square Kilometre Array, Picture of Steven
Hawking] access: Publisher
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}
When This is Useful
While executing a few extra database queries here and there for a single object might not be a huge problem, the
problem becomes more obvious when retrieving a long list of objects.
Let’s say you want a list of all the news items in your database, and the categories they include. The simple way looks
like this:
$oracle = new NewsOracle();
$oracle->get_record();
$results = $oracle->object_array;

foreach($result as $news_object) { $news_object->get->categories(); echo $news_object->title.’: ‘.$news_object>category_list;
}
For 500 news objects, this requires 501 database queries.
Doing the same thing with table joins and Manifesto’s built-in hydration functionality, you can accomplish the same
result with 1 query.
Better, right?
Modular Flexibility
To facilitate the ability to leverage this functionality, Manifesto includes two hooks in the database query and retrieval
process.
The “query_hydrate” hook is called whenever an Oracle query is being built. Any module is permitted, at this point,
to add select field, table joins, and where conditions to the query being built. This allows modules to write custom
code to include their data in the query.
When retrieving data from joined tables, you must take care to not retrieve column names that might clash with column
names already present in the query you’re modifying. For example, you wouldn’t want to retrieve the “objectid” from
the “hash_categories” table, since it might override the “objectid” column already being retrieved from the news table.
The best way to avoid these conflicts is to carefully name the fields you wish to retrieve using aliases, e.g.
$oracle->add_selectfields(‘hash_categories.objectid as category_objectid,hash_categories.name as category_name’);
That way, you ensure unique column names in the database results.
The “object_hydrate” hook is called whenever an Oracle query attempts to instantiate objects based on the query
results. This gives each module an opportunity to wrangle their information into a format that corresponds with the
object’s properties.
When the News object reads in the database results in order to populate its properties, it will only handle those database
columns that correspond to its default properties. When it encounters a database column called “category_name,” and it
has no corresponding object property called “category_name,” it stores the value in a catch-all property called “props”
$obj->props is an array of data that doesn’t have a corresponding property in the object. Any results that come back
from a database query that don’t correspond to a property are stored in $obj->props[‘dynamic’].
So after our complex join, but before object hydration, our News object would have some properties like
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$news_object->prop['dynamic']['category_objectid'] = 12;
$news_object->prop['dynamic']['category_name'] = "Science";
$news_object->prop['dynamic']['category_shortname'] = "science";

and the object_hydrate method would loop over those results and use the data to instantiate a full Category object,
which is then attached to the News post.

2.1.15 Creating a repeating field
For any custom-developed content type, here are some simple guidelines to get you started on creating a variablecount repeating field for the editing form. (For example, a repeating field that allows limitless addition of URL/link
title pairs.)
Typically, the submitted values for such fields are stored one of two ways:
1. Submitted as an array, serialized, and stored in a TEXT field in the database, or
2. Stored in a separate custom hash/lookup table, with one record per submitted field group
We will not cover the specifics of how to store your data, but you should have enough information to determine the
best course of action for your development.
Adding to the editing form
First, we need to create the initial repeating field that will appear by default when creating new content. We will use
the URL and link name example to demonstrate.
Since a repeating field is essentially a group of fields that can be duplicated as a group, we first need to define the
two fields in our group, plus a unique ID field (usually objectid) that we may need to edit, update, or delete existing
repeating fields when storing them in a separate database table. If you are simply serializing the entire list into a single
text field, you do not need the unique objectid.:
// Create the sub-array which constitutes the "repeating group"
$repeater = [];
$repeater[] = array(
'type'=>'hidden',
'base_name'=>'objectid');
$repeater[] = array(
'label'=>_('URL'),
'type'=>'text',
'base_name'=>'url',
'required'=>true);
$repeater[] = array(
'label'=>_('Link text'),
'type'=>'text',
'base_name'=>'link_text',
'required'=>true);
// Now create a new field in the regular form configuration array
// add set it to be a "repeating_group" whose 'repeater'
// is the array we just made
$form_array[] = array(
'label'=>_('Additional URLs'),
'type'=>'repeating_group',
'name'=>'additional_urls',
(continues on next page)
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'repeater'=>$repeater,
'default'=>$current_urls);

For new content, this will create a single repeating group field, ready for input, and an “Add another repeater” link will
automatically be appended. The link has no HREF; you are expected to use Javascript to attach a click handler to the
link, following the instructions below.
We will be using similar configuration code in our editorial controller to handle adding more repeating group fields.
Handling the “Add another”
At the bottom of the editing script, or in a separate javascript file that is attached to the editing interface, you need
some javascript to handle the “Add another”:
<script type="text/javascript" charset="utf-8">
// defer until doc ready
jQuery(document).ready(function() {
// Click handler to add another row of a repeating group
jQuery(document).on("click",".add_repeating",function(e) {
e.preventDefault();
// Get any existing repeater blocks, and count them
var base = jQuery(this).prevAll(".f_repeating");
var excount = base.length;
// Store a reference to "Add another" link itself
var adder = jQuery(this);
// This is a public endpoint, so an "add_listener" handler must be
// added to the controller.inc file. BE SURE TO INCLUDE an appropriate
// if (isAuthorized('Role')) wrapper around the code if needed
let endpoint = js_g_url+"ajax/dated_posts/add_listener/?ct="+excount;
// For a more secure version, customize the
// [content_type]_editorial.inc controller and use something like
// let endpoint = js_g_url+"editor/ajax/DatedPost/add_listener/?ct=
˓→

"+excount;

jQuery.getJSON(
endpoint,
function(r,status) {
// The response r.data should contain a chunk of HTML
˓→(form elements)
// built from a FormRenderer configuration array
if (status == "success" && r.status == "success") {
// Insert the new elements in the right
˓→

location
if (excount > 0) {
base.first().after(r.data);
} else {
adder.before(r.data);
}
} else {
// Display the error/failure
jSheet(r.feedback.msg);
(continues on next page)
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}
}
)
});
// Auto-repeater-titling
jQuery(document).on("blur",".f_repeating input[type=text]:first-of-type",
˓→function(e) {
jQuery(this).closest(".f_repeating").find(".f_repeater_title").
˓→html(this.value);
});
// Remove a repeating element
// NB: This simply removes the element from the DOM, and does not
// remove it from the database (which should happen when processing the form)
jQuery(document).on("click",".repeater_remove",function(e) {
e.preventDefault();
jQuery(this).closest(".f_repeating").remove();
});
});
</script>

Processing the editing form
If the main form prefix was “post_”, and the name of our repeating_group field is “additional_urls,” the elements
containing the form fields submitted for the repeating group will be an a nested array with the form
[repeating-group-fieldname][index][name-of-sub-field]
Or, following our example,:
additional_urls[0][objectid]
additional_urls[0][url]
additional_urls[0][link_text]

and subsequent entries would be:
additional_urls[1][objectid]
additional_urls[1][url]
additional_urls[1[link_text]

and so on. In fact, each of the field elements and its containers are given unique IDs and can be targeted with CSS or
Javascript. Simply examine the rendered source code to get an idea of its consistent syntax.
For our demonstration, we have created a simple lookup table in MySQL called hash_content_urls with 4 fields:
ref_class
ref_id
url
link_text

// Delete existing entries and rebuild from scratch (easiest way to handle updates)
$oracle = new Oracle();
$oracle->set_tablename('hash_content_urls');
(continues on next page)
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$oracle->set_where_clause("ref_class = 'DatedPost' AND ref_id = $this->objectid");
$oracle->delete_record();

// Loop over the submitted custom field array
foreach($_POST[additional_urls] as $index=>$arr) {
// Sanitize the individual fields
$url = cleantext($arr['url'],'url');
$link = cleantext($arr['link_text']);
// Reset the Oracle from the last iteration
$oracle->reset();
$oracle->set_set_clause("ref_class = 'DatedPost',ref_id = $this->objectid");
$oracle->set_set_clause("url = '$url',link_text = '$link'");
$oracle->insert();
}

2.1.16 Integrating modules through events
Events are points in the code — they can be in layout templates or in functional execution — that are peppered
throughout Manifesto to give modules the opportunity to insinuate themselves into the processing that occurs when
responding to a page request.
The main page layout templates, for example, are bare-bones structures that define the skeleton of an HTML page.
Beyond the simple structural elements, the templates include code blocks that basically say things like “I’m about to
render the left-hand sidebar. . . are there any modules that want to insert content here?” Similarly, there are events that
occur every time content is deleted, so a module could act upon the data before the deletion occurs.
A few dozen events are already built into the code (and modules can define their own custom events if appropriate),
so most of the developer interaction consists of assigning “listeners” to the events – functions (or entire files) – that
execute when the event is triggered.
This can take the form of including a “Recent posts” block into the footer of the home page, where an entire template
can be assigned to execute, or it could take the form a module that rewrites the word “color” as “colour” in the body
text of every blog post before it is displayed.

2.1.17 Debugging
Manifesto has robust debugging tools that make it easy to diagnose errors and examine preferences, request parameters,
and variable values for any page request.
For an overview of the script flow that a web request takes through Manifesto, see the Flow page.
The debugging module
By default, you can simply enable debugging in the Site Preferences screen of the administrative interface, by clicking
the “On” radio button under “Debugging Output.”
Once enabled, debugging information will appear after the footer of your page request. Only logged-in editors and
admin will see this content, so it will not disrupt normal operations of your site.
Specific aspects of debugging can be managed in the Debugging module configuration, but the standard configuration
will display most of the information you are concerned with:
– Current request parameters – Current routing information – Error logging at various levels – Available modules and
their preferences – Every database query executed to render the output – Every file included during page execution
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and much more. It’s an invaluable tool for figuring out what’s going on under the hood.
Exception handling
Recent versions of Manifesto have replaced the old generation of ErrorObjects with modern Exception throwing. In
the event of an exception, Manifesto will display to authenticated editors and admins a page outlining the stack trace
and other useful information related to the Exception thrown.
In the case of an uncaught exception, regular users will be redirected to a predefined error page, usually with a status
code of 500 (“Internal server error”).
Logging
The log directory ([root]/logs by default) contains a number of log files that can be instrumental in troubleshooting:
– php-error.log contains some generic logging – manifesto.log contains Manifesto-specific logging, details based on
the “Log Errors” setting in the Site Prefs – posts.log is a log of every value submitted via POST to the site. Extremely
useful for debugging form submission issues, this log can be enabled by uncommenting the line at the end of prep.inc.
Because this log also captures content update submissions, it can grow very large quite quickly, so should be disabled
when not actively in use. – sql_deletions.log contains a record of every SQL query that begins with “DELETE” to help
log content that has been purged from the database – tidy-errors.log is only available if using the Tidy PHP extension
for validating HTML submissions
Additionally, some modules like the ShoppingCart module will provide their own log files for tracking interactions
with payment gateways, etc.

2.1.18 Sanitizing user input
The most obvious, and frequently ignored, danger of web application security is unsanitized user input. Whether URL
parameter strings or form submission data, any input coming from outside of your own programming should never be
trusted.
Manifesto includes a robust sanitization library called Cleantext that performs some default sanitization routines
(checking for script tags, null characters, etc), and allows for advanced scrubbing of text based on a variety of data
types.
Given a variable holding user input, e.g. $_POST[‘first_name’] we pass the variable to the Cleantext library for
scrubbing:
Cleantext::clean($_POST['first_name']);
or the shortcut function
cleantext($_POST['first_name']);

And this prevents a malicious user from entering something like <script>foo</script> as their first name in an attempt
to execute unauthorized javascript.
In fact, Manifesto uses the Cleantext library to catch common XSS or SQL injection attacks automatically. For
example, since Manifesto allows users to request data with GET queries, like:
https://example.org/index.php?category=foo&id=123

We automatically run “foo” and “123” through the Cleantext library, and if the original input does not match the
output, we can reasonably assume that someone is trying to inject malicious code:
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if ($_POST['first_name'] != cleantext($_POST['first_name'])) {
// Send a 404, or even a 400 HTTP code to prevent the request from being fulfilled
}

Manifesto executes this default behavior for the most common request parameters: module, function, id, and category.
So if someone requests
https://example.org/index.php?&category=<script>foo</script>&id=123’
their request will be immediately rejected as a hacking attempt.
Cleantext options
As mentioned above, Cleantext can be invoked with a second parameter, indicating a particular format that is expected,
e.g.:
Cleantext::clean($_POST['id'],'integer'); // Allow only integers
or
cleantext($_POST['web_address','url'); // All only valid URLs

A comprehensive list of available options is below.
Option string
text/html
text/x-html
passthrough
shortname
int/integer
float
alpha
alphanumeric
ltr
datetime
year
month
datenum
date
time
yearmonth
cc
phone
email
email-check
url
dateobj
array

Description
Allow full HTML*
Allow a subset of HTML**
Only essential scrubbing
Conforms to Manifesto shortname format
Integers only
Floats only
Only a-zA-z characters
Only a-zA-z0-9 characters
a-zA-z, but only 1 character
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS format
YYYY format
M, 0M or MM format
D, 0D, or DD format
YYYY-MM-DD or DD-MM-YYYY format
HH:MM:SS
YYYY-MM format
Credit card format (16 numbers + dashes or spaces)
Phone number with optional extension
Cleans email address
Returns email address if valid, or false
Returns scrubbed URL
Returns Manifesto Date object if valid
Checks for match against provided 3rd parameter***

* “Allow full HTML” always removes any style or head blocks, and removes HTML comments and script tags based
on the global “Permissive content” settings.
** “X-HTML” allows address, a, b, strong, blockquote, i, em, span, img, u, ol, ul, li, br, p, h1-6
*** “array” option takes a third parameter, specifying the array whose elements are checked for a match, e.g.:
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Cleantext::clean($_POST['selection'],'array', array('Blue','Red','White'));

This will return an empty string if the user ‘selection’ variable does not match one of ‘Blue’,’Red’, or ‘White’.

2.1.19 Quick Reference
Images
Media files in Manifesto are uploaded to a central repository, and can have default metadata associated with them
(format, output method, dimensions, caption). When using media on the site, however, we rarely embed a reference
to the default Media object.
Instead, in most cases, you will be using a MediaInstance object, which is an instance of using a particular Media
object in a particular context. A MediaInstance object may have a different caption, or different output dimensions or
alignment than the base Media object it represents, so you can reuse the same media throughout your site, but with
different captions or sizes.
Fully-instantiated Manifesto objects that support images all have an media_array property (each element is a full
MediaInstance object, and the array is iterable). You may also retrieve the associated image marked as the “icon” of
your content with the simple call:
$img = $obj->get_icon();

and then display it with one of the pre-built output methods:
echo $img->insert_file(); // Output standard size image in an IMG element, optionally
˓→linking to URL from $img->linkto property
echo $img->insert_thumb($url=null); // Output the thumbnail image in an IMG tag,
˓→optionally linking to $url
echo $img->insert_with_caption($variant=null) // Full-blown FIGURE tag with any size
˓→variant and FIGCAPTION if $img->caption is not empty

Bear in mind that all of these media insertion methods will also work with PDFs, documents, video files, etc.
Each of them will handle the proper output method determined by the Mimetypes array and the methods in the
media_output_formats.inc file.
If you prefer to handle the HTML output yourself:
$img->get_urlpath($variant=null)

will get you the full URL to your media file.
Dates
Manifesto uses its own internal Date object for convenience, and automatically converts database date and datetime
formats to Manifesto Date objects when they are retrieved from the database. From that point, you simply need to
figure out what format you want to be used in the output:
$d = Date::now();
echo $d->get_date($format=null);
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Format string
date_short
date_long
date_brief
extended
nicedate
datetime
datetime_utc
datetime_short
time_short
dow
monthname
time
timewithzone
week
day_short
day_long
ical_date
ical_datetime
[strftime_format]
date

Example output
01/30/12 or 30/01/12
January 30, 2012 or 30 January 2012
01/30 or 30/01
Sunday, 30 January 2012
Jan 30, 2012 14:45 or 30 Jan, 2012 14:45
30 Jan 2012 2:45:13 PM
30 Jan 2012 14:45:13 UTC
1/30 14:45 EST or 30/1 14:45 EST
2:45 PM or 14:45
0-6 (Sunday-Saturday)
January
2:45:36 PM or 14:45:36
14:45:36 EST
13 (Week of year)
Sat
Saturday
20120130
20120130T144536
Any valid strftime() format string
return default date format (30 Jan 2012)

2.2 Indices and tables
• genindex
• modindex
• search
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